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STI'DEXT RIGHTS

HURRICANE RELIEF

Off-campus
law difficult
to nail down
for students

GIVING WHAT THEY CAN

City law enforcement
has wide latitude to
apply laws in context

h2o Church
helps 10
relocating
from South

ByDaveHerrera
REPORTER

By Laura Collins
SENIOR REPORTER

Eight days ago, Michele
Bumside and her family were
living in a shelter in Ixmisiana.
Their house and belongings had
been destroyed by Hurricane
Katrina.
"The house was a mess,"
Bumside said. "The windows
were blown out and my kitchen
and living room ceiling fell in.
There was mold and mildew
everywhere on the walls, doors
and cabinets."
Bumside said that when she
went to visit her house after
the hurricane, the smell of the
mildew was so strong that she
couldn't breathe while she was
in the house.
Bumside had been at the
shelter, which was located in
the Nicholls State University
gymnasium in Thibodaux. La.,
about a month before she met
Man Pardi the pastor of h2o
Church in Bowling Green.
Photo provided
Pardi, along with two THEIR NEW HOME: Hurricane Katrina evacuee Michele Bumside (in red) enjoys last Saturday's Homecoming football game with her grandson,
other members of h2o, Antonio. She permanently moved to Bowling Green from her former home in Louisiana with the help of h20 Church.
Matt Hilderbran and Matt
Olszweski.
traveled
to for 20 years, you get tired of it. So,
They have also been proLouisiana on Sept. 26.
I was like, 'okay, here 1 am.'"
vided with food, clothing, fur"We had raised $ 1000 through
Pardi said that after Bumside niture and school supplies for
our church and sent it down agreed, she asked if her distant the children.
"We've had a lot of people
there," Pardi said. "We were also cousin, his friend and his two
going to do a spring break nip, daughters could come too. This in our church and in our comBy Cassandra Shofar
for the people who now have
REPORTER
but as we were praying we were presented a new obstacle for the munity just coming out of the
absolutely nothing," she said.
feeling like God wan ted us to do group from h2a They didn't have woodwork to help with donaFor the average "poor college
The blog can be found
something more."
enough room for the 10 people tions," Pardi said.
http://vicesforvictims.
student", donating S50 or more at
Two days after they arrived, they wanted to bring back.
All of the children have
to the American Red Cross for blogspot.com/.
they met a nurse who intro"We were only planning on started school and seem to be
None of the money
Hurricane Katrina vicduced them to Bumside, her bringing one family back in my adjusting well, Pardi said. He
goes to Bollenbacher
tims might seem like a
daughter Tiffany Bumside, her minium, but we were really added that the adults are in the
but her blog offers
stretch.
three grandchildren and a man excited about bringing all of process of filling out applicalinks to the American
But
Abby
named Don Williams.
them back," Pardi said. "After tions for employment. The plan
Red Cross and a charBollenbacher, senior,
Pardi made the group an exhausting a lot of other pos- is to have them work over the
thinks giving up a vice
ity navigator. All she
offer Relocate to Ohio, and sibilities, we ended up buying next six months and save all
wants is a post of what
for a victim may just be
the church will help you get a van for $2,000 and we drove the money they make for when
people have given up
a student's best shot.
on your feet for the next six both vans back with them and they are on their own.
to hopefully inspire
Bollenbacherstarted
ABBY
months. Bumside said she all their sniff."
Bumside said that after the
a blog called "Vices for BOLLENBACHER. olhers
didn't hesitate at all when makNow, Bumside and the oth- six months are up, she still plans
Victims" last month
SENIOR
Money is so scarce
ing the decision on whether to ers have been in BG for a week. on staying in BG.
right now with the
which is intended to
"The people in Bowling
come to Ohio.
So far h2o has provided them
economy,
and
college students
inspire other people on campus
"Pardi said he was willing to three apartments. One for Green have been so nice," she
to give up a vice and with that have the mentality that they're
relocate two or three families if Bumside, her daughter and her said. "I would probably be a
money donate to a charity for poor college students," she said.
they were willing to relocate," three grandsons, another for year just sending out thank you
"I don't think they realize how
hurricane victims
said Bumside. "After running Burnside's cousin's group and
"It's to encourage people to
from hurricane after hurricane the third for Don Williams.
give up a little of what they have
VICES, PAGE 2
CHURCH, PAGE 2

Student blogs, saves cash
for hurricane relief efforts

Wood County Corps starts
strong with 30 volunteers
Organization offers
benefits to full-time,
part-time members
By Jessica Zamarripa
REPORTER

Even though it is just the beginning of its first year on campus,
the Wood County Corps has
already expanded beyond the
original partnerships.
"Uterally this is the very
beginning of our program in the
active phase," said Ed Newman,
program manager for Wood
County Corps.
There are around 30 volunteers, 25 of which volunteer full

time, that make up the members
of Wood County Corps. The others volunteer part time.
To be considered a full-time
volunteer, one must make a commitment of one year, September
through the following August,
and volunteer at least of 1,900
hours in that year.
Volunteering part time requires
a commitment of the same year
period, but volunteering at least
1,000 hours in that year.
"IVolunteeringI has a lot of
benefits, not only to the people
in the community that have the
needs, but the people serving,"
Newman said. "There is a great
CORPS, PAGE 2

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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When it comes to living in
Howling Green, students should
know their rights when dealing
with city police — but every new
encounter with local law enforcement comes a new interpretation
of what those rights are.
On the surface there are some
actions — like pat-downs — that
city police officers can't do as
they please, said Gary Daniels,
litigation coordinator for Ohio's
branch of the American Civil
liberties Union.
Hut the law is malleable enough
to bring all sorts of criteria into
play, and allows city police wideranging freedom that may seen
unfair to the student's naked eye.
"It does matter whether you're
in a car or not, or whether you're
on loot, or whether it's you and
your clothing and you and your
backpack," Daniels said. "It all
goes back to an individual situation ... Iwhether] it's something
where a court might see |it| as
being reasonable."
With that in mind, students
should still keep a few basic principles in mind when dealing with
city police.
The first thing students need
to remember is that they have no
legal need to explain themselves
when they come into contact
with law enforcement, no matter
what their first instinct is.
"People think they can talk
their way out of things or explain
the situation and the officer
will understand," said Rodney
Fleming, managing attorney of
Student Legal Services. "At that
moment in time, that's not the
time and place to do that. The
time and place to do that is at
court."
But officers are allowed to give
orders for action as opposed
to requests — like "would you
please" — that students are
required to follow, according to Lt.
Brad Biller of the Bowling Green
Police Division.
Officers can give orders if a person is in physical custody, a concept that opens up other complex
facets of the law, Biller said.
Outside the officer's request for
your identification, students in
physical custody must be given
RIGHTS. PAGE 2

City removes trees along Wooster St
By Ashley Gould
REPORTER

Once again, Wooster Street is
under construction. Only this
time, it's to clean up the mess
made by earlier roadwork.
The reason? Trees.
Last year, the installation
of storm water lines damaged
many trees, which line the
street of Wooster. The result is
removing nineteen of them the
city considers dangerous.
"The trees have shown signs
of damage," said Lori Tretter,
Bowling Green's public information officer. "It's a safety
issue. |The treesl could fall
over on someone or onto the
roadways."
The location of these trees

The City's Planning Commission has
decided not to allow a parking lot
behind the Wood County Library.
ONLINE BRIEFS AT WVVW.BGNEWS.COM

is between Mercer Road and
ThurstinAvenue along Wooster.
The city of Bowling Green feels
these trees are unsafe to the
public due to their dying state.
Some of the nineteen trees are
already dead and others' roots
show signs of weakness.
The positive side of things
rest in the hands of the Rotary
Club. With their donation of
$8,400, sixty new trees will be
planted this fall. Three differ-

lulw DiFnnco BGNews

TREES, PAGE 2

PIECE BY PIECE: City workers cut down a tall tree damaged by storm
water lines in front of South Hall earlier this week.
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Students join Corps
CORPS. FROM PAGE 1

deal of satisfaction that you
can derive from this kind of
service."
Despite the sometimes hard
work, interacting with the people the agencies serve allows the
volunteers to, "walk away from
it with a real feeling of satisfaction." Newman added.
Cassandra Mt. Castle, junior,
is a full-time student as well as a
full-time volunteer.
hull-time volunteers are eligible for a living allowance of
$10,600, which is broken up into
equal, bi-weekly payments, and
an educational award voucher
of $4,725.
Kmily Murphy, senior, is a
part-time volunteer and a fulltime student.
Part-time volunteers are eligible for a living allowance of
S5.612, which is also broke up
into equal, bi-weekly payments,
and an educational award
voucher of S2.363.
The education vouchers can
be saved for seven years and
used in part or in full at any
accredited university. More
than one can also be earned
through
multiple
years
of service.
I ull-timcvolunteersalsohave
health insurance and childcare
available to them.
Getting involved
with
Wood County Corps is done
by application.
"Part of the application
process is a sheet listing all of
the host sites," Newman said.
"They're asked to rank them
in order of preference of where
they'd like to work."
The applicants are firs/ interviewed by Wood County Corps
and are then interviewed by
their prospective host sites.
Mt. Castle is volunteering
at Children's Resource Center
as a behavioral specialist. She
chose Children's Resource
Center as her host site because
of her prior experience working
with children.
"I have always been active
in
community
service,"
Mt. Castle said.
She had previously been
a camp counselor for the
Girl Scouts.
Another benefit for Mt. Castle
is that the government puts a
hold on student loan interest
while the volunteer is serving.

Fleming: Wait for day in court

Murphy is doing her volunteering at Wood County United Way
as a volunteer recruiter. This was
her first choice because she likes
to "help people get off the ground
with things."
For Murphy, the benefits
are the leadership skills she'll
gain, which will help her in her
future career.
The volunteers come from a
variety of backgrounds.
"It's open to anyone to become
a member," Newman said. "We
have several folks who are from
the community who are in the
interview process right now,"
However, Newman did add
that a majority of the volunteers
are students.
Mt. Castle also noted the
diversity of ages, saying that they
ranged from as young as 18 to
those who are retired.
In its first year, Wood County
Corps, an Americorps program,
has attracted a variety of host
sites and volunteers.
Wood County Corps began
as a partnership between the
University and eight other local
organizations, which are host
sites for the volunteers.
These organizations were
Children's Resource Center.
Wood County Educational
Services Center, Wood County
Juvenile Court, Wood County
District Public Library, Wood
Lane, Wood County United Way
and BGSU's Partnerships for
Community Action and United
Christian Fellowship, which is no
longer a part.
Sixteen host sites now serve
many different areas of Wood
County, including seven of the
original organizations as well
as Owens Community College,
tlie YMCA Fort Meigs Center for
Health Promotion and Elmwood
Elementary school.
Those who have decided to
volunteer their time, whether it
is on a full-time or a part-time
basis, have decided to become a
part of the process of "connecting
people with needs with people
who are able to address the need,"
Newman said.
With the variety of volunteers,
there will be more ways to meet
these needs.
"If we're really going to change
for the better, we have to work
together," Newman said, "and
we have to address things by
tapping into the talents in our
own communities."

RIGHTS, FROM PAGE 1

their Miranda Rights before
any other kind of interrogation
is done "to elicit incriminating
responses," Fleming said.
But this standard can raise
confusion for students dealing
with what defines interrogation,
along with when they're actually
in custody.
Fleming said that physical
custody is dependent on whether a "reasonable person would
believe they were free to leave."
Biller agrees, but says that
because factors can range from
the questions asked to where a
person is sitting in a room, often
times courts are left to decide
whether the Miranda Rights
should have been given.
All three also stress that only
testimony or pieces of evidence
collected after their Miranda
Rights should have been given
would be dismissed, rather than
entire cases.

Talking bears risks
"A lot of times, people will
incriminate themselves by
trying to explain things away,
whereas if they would have
exercised the right to remain
silent," Fleming said. "Perhaps
the police would not have had
the evidence that they now
have because of your own
admissions and your own
statements."
But not talking can also
mean that students lose an
opportunity to clear themselves after an officer investigates, Biller said.
For example, students
always have the right to refuse
a Breathalyzer test. But doing
so can automatically result in a
range of consequences—such
as loss of driver's license or
an increased level of officer's
suspicion — when passing the
test might mean they would
receive no charges.
The idea of suspicion is one
that Biller said dictates much
of what police can and can't
do when investigating a possible crime.
"All of that contact is somewhere on a continuum," he
said. "If the officer has probable cause to believe that that
person was in violation of the
law, then the officer can take
custody of that person."
And whether it's good or bad,
a student's appearance is often
the root of an officer's probable cause. Daniels said.
"Police are trained to look
for certain things," he said. "If
you're acting fidgety ... police
officers are trained to treat that
as an indication that you're
doing something wrong."
Off-campus parties are
another example of how multiple variables go into an officer's — and student's — rights.

Family thanks h2o
CHURCH. FROM PAGE 1
notes."
She added that she's thankful
for the people at h2o who brought
her back to BG.

"Our hope is that BG works

out for them and gives them an
opportunity that they wouldn't
have had before," llilderbran
said. Far information or to give,
please visit li2ochurch.com, or.
II2O Church, 1134 Sandpiper
lime. Ravling Green, Ohio 43402

Cft)
WHATS NEXT
This series addresses ways
students can stay knowledgeable about their rights. Future
editions will discuss rights in
various situations.
IN THE CLASSROOM: Know
what a professor can say.
IN THE DORM: How to deal with
RAs.
WITH LANDLORDS: Know the
ways of Irving off campus.

lead officers into areas where
students, no matter their annoyance, have little or no control
over an officer's decisions.
Daniels asserts that technically
situations are not so dear cut, but
that despite the seemingly superficial nature of an investigation,
police still have the right to act
"lust because the invitation list
[to a partyl is rather loose and
open doesn't mean that a police
officer can walk right into a
house without any real reason to
believe that something is going
on that is unlawful," Daniels said.
"Often times what I think that
you'll find is that police... might
show up proclaiming a noise
ordinance. It's a very handy way
for police to put themselves in a
party situation."

Patience a virtue
No two parties the same
A private party is one where
the residents of a home or apartment only allow a specific "guest
list" of people inside.
In these cases, residents usually have the right to refuse entry
to police officers as they would
any other uninvited guest.
"It has to be your home."
Fleming said. "If you don't live
there, you don't have the right to
allow people to come and go."
But public parties are seen as
open to anybody — like when
groups of people are coming
and going at will from the party,
and the place it's held.
According to both Biller and
Fleming, because the residents are making no effort to
keep members of the public
out, police officers — as members of the public themselves
— can also enter the house
without restrictions.
Once inside, cops can take
action against anyone present for alcohol-related or other
crimes, Biller said.
"If you've opened your home
to anyone in the public to enter,
I'm anyone in the public, in my
mind," he said.
But there still are circumstances when police may enter even
a private pany — like with a
signed warrant
Or, more vaguely, "If I can see
that activities inside are illegal, or
I have probable cause ... there
are a variety of different things
that may or may not have to
happen, depending on the level
of illegal activity |for an officer to
enter], "Biller said.
Biller says there are even "a
bajillion" examples of instances
where an officer can enter without a warrant — for example, if
the officer can hear "rape" being
screamed from inside.
"We have a responsibility to
investigate, and depending on
what level of investigation is going
on |will determine] what's going
to happen to you," Biller said.
That responsibility can also

There will be times when a
police search can leave those
on the receiving end with few
options at the time, according
to Fleming.
Again, Fleming stressed
patience, emphasizing that the
time for students to challenge an
officer is in court.
"You can't stop the officer on
the street if he's going to pat
you down, but you can say 'I
don't want you to pat me down,'"
Fleming said. "It still doesn't stop
you from the intrusion of being
pat ted down, but it at least helps
you later on."
And down the road at trial, the
officer must prove that "clear
consent" was given for the
search if the person testifies that
they didn't give permission.
But officers still have a number of justifications that they can
use for their searches.
"Police can, for instance, conduct a ... search for their own
safety," Daniels said. "It's something where a court might see
that as being reasonable ...
IThey] are going to give wide latitude to officers (when it comes
to legality)."
If a student feels that their
rights have been violated, there
are a number of on and off-campus resources.
Students can make an appointment with SLS — located on the
fourth floor of South Hall — as
well as contacting a supervisor
attheBGPD.
Both offices also have pamphlets that provide guidelines for
all kinds of situations that students may face with city police.
The ACLU also has a hotline
for reporting violations that is
reachable by contacting their
main office in Columbus.
Their Web site, as well as SLS,
also has printable materials and
"bust cards" that can be folded
into wallet-sized, quick reference guides — although Daniels
stressed that the time for consulting it is before someone is
actually getting arrested.

Students
resent tree
removal
TREES, FROM PAGE 1

ent types of oak, five types of
maple and a Chinese lacebark
elm are among the types of
trees the city plans to use" to
replace those being removed.
These trees were chosen with
good reason.
"These trees thrive in the
soil, planting area and will
keep up the appearance of
Wooster," Tretter said.
City Arborist David
Bienemann agrees with
the reasoning behind the
trees removal.
"While we don't like to
remove trees, in this case
it is a safety issue," he said.
"The safety of those walking
and driving in this area is
paramount."
But students have a different opinion about the matter.
Many students feel that
by removing these nineteen
trees, the city is overlooking how wonderful they
were. The new trees will be
small and dainty compared
to the large and elderly ones
torn down.
"It'sa waste of money," Katie
McMahon, a sophomore,
said. "|Trees| don't necessarily need to be replaced. They
could've kept the old ones and
planted the new ones."
Apparently, many of the
treestorndownthis week were
not dead. In fact, someof them
were more or less cut down as
a preventative measure.
I iz Krai, sophomore, said her
roommate asked a construction worker why they were cutting so many down. He said
roots were interfering with
underground electrical lines.
Many of the students from
Rodgers Hall complained
about the early wake up call
of chainsaws, said McMahon.
The workers began the project bright and early at 7 a.m.
Monday morning.
The plan for the trees is to
beautify the Wooster street
side of campus, said Tretter.
But with so many trees
gone, the results seem to be
the opposite.
"They say they're planting these trees to uniform
Wboster," said McMahon. "I
think (he un-uniformed look
is really what made that part of
campus beautiful."
Some students just wish
they were more informed.
"They don't give us any
information on this kind of
stuff," said Krai. I just don't
understand why we need
more uniformed trees."
The project is at least half
over. Now it it's just a waiting
game until the 60 new trees get
planted and begin to grow.

Blog encourages students to give up vices, donate extra money
VICES. FROM PAGE 1

much they do have"
Hollenbacher makes little
sacrifices and gives money diat
she. saves to trie hurricane relief
effort, liir example. Hollenbacher
returned a pair of pricey heels that
she bought on sale.
"And the heels inspired me to
think, how can I inspire other people to think this way?" she said. "1
almost cried when I had to give
back those shoes."
.Another sacrifice was that site
gave up going to dinner and a
movie with her boyfriend, and
instead, they did something free.
"We just went with his dogs

to the park, it was excellent,"
BoUcnbacher said. "Do something for free and then give that
money to people who don't have
anything."
Her 11ispii.iiinn came from a
variety show to encourage people
to give to hurricane victims called
"Performing Good Deeds," which
was organized by graduate student
Jeff list and held by the Forensics
I lonorary, Pi Kappa Delta, which is
a speech and debate team.
"She IBollenhacher] took my
suggestion and she created something entirety on her own." List
said. "I'm incredibly honored,
it really speaks for the power of
one person."

List's benefit unintentionally
made Bollenbacher feel guilty
for not doing what she could
for the hurricane victims. She
was inspired by List to do a
good deed of her own.
List also believes it doesn't
take much to help others.
"We don't have to save the
world, we just need to do what
we can do," List said. "And then
we have these unintended consequences that go beyond what
we were trying to do."
List was not the only person
to be affected by the "Vices for
Victims" blog. Sandra Mencer,
director of the Springboard
Program at the University, was

also inspired by the blog.
"I feel like I could have gone
out to Red Cross and given my
$500 and be done with it, but
instead I would prefer to give
here and there," Mencer said.
"Because I can generate enthusiasm in others to give and help
encourage the ground swell of
young people giving."
While Bollenbacher's friends
in the community are supportive of her, it is harder for
some of her other friends to
be involved.
"My close friends are not college students, (hey have 'real
jobs' and live in the 'real world'
so it's harder to get people

with real jobs to give smaller
amounts more frequently,"
Bollenbacher said.
Mencer, who could have
given all her money at once,
chose not to, and one of the
reasons was this blog.
"I wanted to recognize the
fact that IBollenbacher] is trying, I wanted to give her kudos
and tell her I appreciate what
she's doing," Mencer said.
"So I am giving an extra $50
to the Red Cross to encourage her to continue and others
to contribute."
Bollenbacher, like many,
felt distanced from the
hurricane tragedy.

"It's right there, you know
you should do something, but
you don't, you ignore it like
homework," she said. "I just
want people like me, who are
detached from the situation, to
have an outlet to give back to
those less fortunate."
Mencer also believes that
inspiration emanating from
one person can be contagious
to others.
"The blog clearly shows what
one person can do ... It's about
getting people involved and
showing them how to be larger
than themselves," she said.
"It's about the power of
the collective."
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USG GIVES $4,000 TO KATRINA RELIEF FUND
USG, thanks to the help of 25 campus groups, donated
over $4,000 to the Red Cross to help with recovery in
Mobile, Ala. The money came from a three week fundraising drive initiated to thank the people of Mobile
for their hospitality when the Falcons played the
University of Memphis at the GMAC Bowl in 2004.
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Artist displays prints
Peter (iourfairis use of
lithography, dramatic
colors shows 'impact'

hltp-7/cvcnls.bpatdu/

By Alison Kemp
9 a.m.
Art Gallery Exhibit: "Architecture:
Design Studios: Selected Works"
Union
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Athletic Dept. Football Tickets Sales
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -4p.m.
Love Auction Ticket Sales,
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta
Union Lobby

ttpotrci

10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Hug-0-Gram, Fundraiser sponsored by Gospel Choir
Union Lobby

11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
BSU T-Shirt Distnbution. Sponsored
by the Black Student Union
Union Lobby

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
School of Art's Peter Gourtain
Exhibition Gourfain's stylized black
and white woodcut and linoleum
prints portray the human condition
and make vivid comments on social
justice in America. This exhibition
is free to the public and is made
possible with support from the Ohio
Arts Council.

2 - 4 p.m.

Willard Wankelman Gallery

Project Excellence Ball Ticket Sales
Union Lobby
7 p.m.
ARTalks presents.. Peter Gourtain
on Recent Work
Peter Gourtain. Printmaker and
Mixed Media Artist, from New York
presents his recent works.
204 Fine Arts Center

Former dean steps down,
moves on to research work
The dean of the College
of Technology retires,
enjoys his new free time
By Candice tones
RtPOftlER

For one recently retired faculty
member, being his own secretary
and making his own coffee are
perks of retirement.
Now Professor Kmcrilus lirnesl
Savage, former dean of the
College of Technology is enjoying
his new office across campus in
Universily I lull.
"1 have this great new office and
a great view.'' he said." I don't miss
being dean, 1 thought I would."
After seven years as dean.
Savage stepped down from the
position July 1,2005,but liisuiiik
here is not done.
"I'm more like semi-retired."
he said.
Since retirement, Savage's
work has been focused on
research, lie has been working together with his colleagues around the country
combining efforts.
Savage's latest work project
is connected with The lapan
Society of Science. During this
project he will spend time in
japan at loetsu University, six
hours north of Tokyo. Savage
will spend his time there teaching Japanese students and work-

Savage's career as a professor
ing with the graduate Students
while researching the differenc- began in 19B1. He taught teches in the education Institutions nology education and curriculum
training to both undergraduate
of lapan and the United States.
Savage is enjoying his travels and graduate students.
In 1998 when Sav.tge became
and research away from the hecdean, he l»ad countless res|X>nsihiltic schedule of a college dean.
Savage likes retirement and ities. I le was in cliarge of the budhis new found free time. When get, the hiring and die managing
he is not in the office he can vviUiin The College of Technology.
Savage's favorite and most
often be found at his home just
rewarding role as dean was meetoutside Bowling Green.
ing with alumni anddonors
He
stays
busy
of the college. Often, he
woodworking, fishing
would spend entire daw
and traveling.
with majorGWhand busiBut no time spent
nessmen who wanted to
on his hobbies can
contribute to the college.
compare to the time
Associate I lean and
that he has spent at
Director of Graduate
Bowling Green.
Studies in the College
His patronage to
of Technology. Donna
the University began
ERNEST
Trautman was impressed
in 1973, when he
SAVAGE
with Savages networking.
enrolled as a graduate
"Dean Savage was an
student. Originally
from North Uxbridge, Mass.. excellent ambassador for our colSavage fell in love with Bowling lege." she said.
Savage is grateful that he has
Green and still cherishes
l)een able to do so much within
it today.
Marc Savage, University the same institution.
"I picked BG and never looked
Alumni and son of Savage has
seen his father's devotion to the back." he said. "It has been a great
ride for me."
University first hand.
Since Savage's retirement the
"He has always loved BGSU."
University has been seeking a
he said.
In his experience here on cam- worthy replacement
According to Trautman, a
pus Savage has seen it all. He has
been a student, a professor, an search committee has formed to
look for a replacement.
administrator and a scholar.

Artist Peter Gourtain, who creates relief prints from wood
and linoleum cuts, has artwork on display in the Willard
Wankelman gallery in the
University's Kine Arts Center.
lithography is a type of art
where a design is created on
a flat surface like linoleum or
wood. The image to be printed
is covered with ink and where
the image will be blank, it is
ink repellent.
"I've always liked the impact
Ithat comes from lithography]."
Gourfain said.
He said he prefers working
with wood because it is rougher. "Wood is a more angular
quality," Gourfain said.
Gourfain said he makes
mistakes — one of the prints
on display has the letters
in reverse.
"I think he's a wonderful artist," said Jacqueline
Nathan, exhibition program
administrator from the Pine
Arts Center. He's a master
of wood cut and linoleum
cut technique."
"I like the positive and negative space that is formed by
the harsh blacks and harsh
whites," said Sarah Crocker,
junior. "There are no gradients, just the lines."
Crocker participated in
a print workshop held by
Gourfain. He sat in on three
lithography classes and created his owij relief. Prints were
made and displayed in the I-ine
Arts Center.
The message of Gourfain's
art work is very important
to Nathan.
"First of all. I like his subject
matter. It is socially engaged
and ... wide ranging. He very
much looks at events that
are going on in the world."
Nathan said.
Gourfain's prints include
everything from animal images io political scenes. Some of
his prints tell stories with written narratives.
On first thought. Nathan
described Gourfain's work as
beautiful, and then added elegant and very dramatic.
Chairs frequently appear in
the prints on display. Gourfain
described chairs asa device
to build a picture around.

Peter Gourfain
HEAVY IMPACT: Lithography. Gourfain's style of art. is a type of art
where the design is created on a flat surface. The image is carved
out. then the artist makes an ink print with the stamp

The exhibition includes
prints made from drawings
in his sketchbook, images he
has seen and direct drawings
Compound Images appear in
some of his displays; Utters
and stories are also Included.
Two of his prints in the
exhibition were made with
newspaper.
He created a relief of people
surrounding candlesand printed it on a color picture from the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
A print offourcops surrounding and killing a man in his
own doorway in the Bronx was
printed on I hi' newsprint from
that trial. Gourtain explained,
"The cops were acquitted of
blatant murder."
He began his art careei
around trie ageof 10 in Chicago.
Because Gourfain could not
read until high school, his

lather insisted that he do some

thing with his time. Gourfain
enrolled in neighborhood art
classes in Chicago.

As a child, Gourfain
wanted to create political
art. following in the footsteps uf Honore Daumier, a
I rench political cartoonist.
Now his inspiration conies
from
German
expressionists who Gourfain
described as very strong
anil dynamic."
He has held leaching positions at the School of Visual
Arts, Skowhegan School and
Greenwich House Pottery.
Gourfain was a visiting artist at Cranbrook Academy
and Watershed Center for
the Ceramic \nv
Gourfain will be discussing his artwork that is
on display in the Willard
Wankelman Gallery in the
line Arts Center tonight
at 7 p.m. The lecture will

include a slide show.
HIS work u ill he (in display
until Nov. io. Gallery hours
an- III a.III
I p.m. 1'ucsday
through Saturday and 1-4
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OPINION

"We have done and will continue to do
everything we can to protect this city. We
will spare no resource, we will spare no
expense."
Mayor Michael Bloomberg in response to the threat on New toAGt/s
subway system w, H,J PITS)

STAFF EDITORIAL I UNIVERSITY OK SOUTH FLORIDA

Roberts' first case a crucial one
Groups from across the country met at the Supreme Court
today to protest both sides of die
issue. The question at hand deals
with a law in Oregon, the Death
with Dignity Act, that permits
physician-assisted suicide.
As of now, physicians in Oregon
are permitted to prescribe lethal
doses of medicine to terminally
ill patients who have less than
six months to live. Many members of the Busli administration,
mainly Attorney General Alberto
Gonzales. oppose this law and

YOU DECIDE
Do you think patients should
have the right to end their
own lives? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post feedback on our Web site.
question its validity, claiming
that it violates the Controlled
Substances Act. The State of
Oregon argues that each state
has the individual choice on

medical issues.
Members of the group Not
Dead Yet also are against the
law. According to their Web site,
NDY was founded in 1996 as an
organization against euthanasia
following the acquittal of lack
Kevorkian.
The assisted suicide and rightto-live subject has gained considerable national attention since
the Oregon law was passed in
1994, mosdy because of the Terri
Schiavo case, in which the government intervened to re-insert

Don't foUowcauthority> blindly
KEVIN
CASEY

Guat Columnist
I would like to thank whoever was responsible for the
layout error that cut short
Danielle Winters' column in
Wednesday's issue.
I honestly don't know if
I would have been able to
endure one more of Ms. Winters'
hackneyed appeals to pity;
though I must admit it was
somewhat amusing to read
aloud the last line and "send
comments to Danielle Winters
at dwnter@bgsu.edu" as one
sentence.
But I'm gearing this response
toward the columnist instead of
the usual third person (i.e. blearyeyed, yawning college student).
Ms. Winters, it is one thing to
staunchly align with one end of
the political spectrum.
I lowevcr, when the only
means by which you actualize
that stance is by assailing the
opposition using only the same,
garden-variety, demonizing
rhetoric (i.e. the neo-conservative use of the word "liberal." as
if merely taking an alternative
stance to an issue were tantamount to injecting a litter of
puppies with Bubonic Plague),
you lose sight of something that
aids in holding an argument
together — reason.
in other words, no you didn't
hit the nail on the head.
You claim that "positive
change has never occurred from
waving a white flag," which is, to
be candid, a grotesquely myopic
statement to make.
The problem is that you are
assuming active conflict is the
only way to bring about positive
change.
What about Martin Luther
King?
What about Gandhi?
What about lohn ltnnon?

None of these men ever
touched a bullet in their lives,
save for the ones that cut them
down.
Yet, we can all agree that
these three men accomplished
monumental things through
non-violent — passive — resistance tiiroughout their lifetimes.
Decades after their deaths, their
words still ring in society's ears.
Now, before you brand me
a bleeding heart-communistfreedom-hating-ingrate-disciple-of-Satan/Clinton-Gore, I
understand that the events surrounding King's, Gandhi's, and
Lennoris respective "wars" and
the war in Iraq possess inherent
disparate circumstances.
The purpose of that example
was purely to illustrate just how
ready and willing today's "righteous" and "Christ-like" conservative culture is to reach for the
figurative (and by God constitutionally granted) shotgun.
I am also attempting to underscore just how fallacious and
dangerous it is for you and other
pro-war people to toss around
absolutes like being "for the
troops" and "for the war" are one
in the same, or that "you're either
with us or against us" (Only a
Sith deals in absolutes, Anakin!).
Those who would do our
country harm use the same
logic: we are either united with
Islamic lihad or we are evil-doers.
Personally, I don't think that
quite encapsulates my state of
being — how about you?
Nonetheless, I can vaguely
comprehend what you mean;
denying the troops the morale
that historically has helped win
wars might endanger their lives.
11uit might be true, but our
President endangered their lives
foremost by sending them to
Iraq — and right or wrong (for
that is not the matter at hand),
I'm sure he is still an advocate of
their well-being. Moreover, I'm
sure you would agree with him.
However, Ms. Winters, there is

one item in Wednesday's column
that truly makes my blood run
cold, which was augmented by
Evan Willee's trite yet thankfully
brief accord with the comparison to our own Revolutionary
War "...Questioning our part
in a conflict is more dangerous
than staying the course."
l£t me get this straight — you
are actually content with not
questioning authority?
Mind you, this is an authority that is more interested in
flushing billions of dollars trying
to glue together a fowled-up
invasion, while claiming it "has"
to cut subsidies for graduate
students in order to pay for hurricane relief?
This is an authority that,
despite the billions spent in Iraq
to "protect our freedom," has
proven to be fatally unprepared
for another major terrorist attack
on the homeland?
This blissful and utterly
enoneous assumption that
the government is always right
(which can immediately be
verified as wrong simply by
reviewing the amendments to
the Constitution) is the very
fallacy that has led this country
toward the threshold of some
Orwellian nightmare.
However, it all ultimately boils
down to an opinion, attitude, or
belief. A century from now history may prove that you were
correct to have supported the
war in Iraq.
But, the sole reality that
you oppose questioning the
mechanics behind such a decision — even if doing so is more
dangerous than staying the
course — renders any belief
you may have in the cause
meaningless.
To never question the motives
behind even one's most sacred
sentiments is to not think,
period.
Send comments to Kevin at
kjcasey@bgsu.edu

Schiavo's feeding tube.
NDY was very active in the
Schiavo case and according to
their Web site had the support
from more than 20 other organizations.
Opposing organization My Life,
My Death, My Choice argues that
the law is in place to protect the
doctors, not the patients, according to the Associated Press. With
a subject that consists of such
gray area, opinions on both sides
are valid.
Allowing someone who is ter-

ppnpT p
ON THE STREET
What are you doing
overfall break?

GREG CYZYNIEJSKI
JUNIOR, ETHNIC STUDIES

"I'm doing missionary
work in Taiwan."

MITCH RUTTER
FRESHMAN, VCT

"Just going home to
Findlay to hang out
with some high school
friends."

JAYME BERKEL
SOPHOMORE, IPC

77/ be spending it
at the library doing
homework."

Comic by gpjMMjj URTCinpm

CARET PRIOR
SENIOR, EDUCATION

"Saving starving
penguins."

BOB MOSER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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minally ill the right to decide
their own fate is comparable to
someone with a living will on life
support If it is stated that they
want to perish without the assistance of life support, that must
be honored.
Conversely, those who do not
support the law claim it justifies
anyone with a disability. They fear
that this could lead to even more
stringent laws regarding assisted
suicide, using Gonzales v. Oregon
as a backdrop for support.
Ultimately, this provides a

unique initial challenge for newly
appointed lustice John Roberts.
Roberts, appointed chief justice
on-Sept. 29, will hear the case
along with as many as six of the
nine Supreme Court justices.
Since the inception of the
law in 1994, only two doctorassisted suicides have occurred.
Wherever the Supreme Court
lands on this issue, this case sets
a precedent of where our country will stand on terminally ill
patients and assisted suicide for
years to come.

'DKADI.V SINS' REDEFINED I SEVENTII < IF SEVEN

Learn to rebound
from lifefc setbacks
Ashlee Simpson's career
hit an all-time low on
lanuary 5,2005.
That evening, Simpson performed her hit song, "la la," to
finish off the halftime show
of the Orange Bowl in Miami,
Florida.
The finale fireworks illuminated all of Miami, and Simpson
probably expected to leave
Florida with a huge smile on her
face and a successful live performance under her belt.
Unfortunately for Simpson,
she was the only one smiling.
In fact, after Simpson had
finished up her song, "boo" had
replaced "la" as the monosyllabic word of the night.
Seventy two thousand football
fans expressed their disgust in
Simpson's performance, shooting her thr most deafening chorus of boos 11 KII the South has
ever heard. Many critics believed
that Simpson's career was over.
But instead of letting those
unappreciative fans get to her
and turning in her background
tapes for the next pop star to
use, Simpson rebounded from
the disaster. Her second album
comes out in stores everywhere
on Tuesday, Oct. 18.
Over time, I've realized that
it's really easy to get down in the
dumps. When things don't go
right or when your expectations
aren't met, it's natural to want
to sulk around in your misery,
wondering what it is that you
did wrong.
One reason despondency is
the seventh deadly sin is it kills
off society's greatest minds and
keeps people from reaching their
full potential.
Imagine if poet Virginia
Wbolf, artist Vincent Van Gogh,
or rockers Kurt Corbain and
limi Hendrix had of lived just a
couple of decades longer.
They could have all changed
the world. And more importantly.
we wouldn't be listening to
Ashlee Simpson.
And sometimes, despondency
is a physical ailment. In some
extreme cases when life sucks 24
hours a day and nothing makes
you happy, it's a good possibility
that there's something physically
wrong with you.
But the main reason despondency is a fatal sin is that, just
like a smile, despondency is
contagious.
If you arc really down on yourself and run into someone who's
optimistically cheerful, your feeling of dejectedness overpowers
him. Instantly, his day is ruined.
I'm convinced that the

m

DJ.
JOHNSON
Opinion Columnist

majority of despondent people
in the world simply don't realize
that there are so many people
out there who genuinely care
about them.
If you ever see me on campus
and I have a huge smile on my
face, 1 didn't just win the lottery,
I'm smiling because there's
no reason I shouldn't be. 1 also
understand that the power of a
frown can do more damage to a
person than any scathing word.
And a smile can make a person's
day ten times better.
Also, I have very few friends;
instead, I have a humungous
family.
Todd, my 23-year-old rabbi
dad, is fighting bad guys over
in Korea right now, but I still
talk to him every other week.
Ever since I played Mendel (the
rabbi's son) in Fiddler on the
Roof back in 1999, he and 1 have
been inseparable.
Gino, my twin brother, is
actually Italian and is 853 days
younger than I am, but I give
him my ID to go to the bars all
die time. (The bouncers can't tell
the difference).
Danny is my I lispanic cousin,
and although he can't speak a
lick of Spanish, he makes my day
every time I see him on campus.
As you can probably guess, my
closest ancestors with .ill these
gentlemen arc Adam and Eve,
but 1 consider these guys my
family as much as I consider my
mom, dad and three younger
siblings my family. As sappy as it
sounds, I love them all.
So now when a girl tells me, "1
never want to see you again," I
have people to help me back on
my feet
The fear of not being able
to find a special someone, the
inability to bounce back after a
major breakup, or the inexplicable pain of losing someone
you've "loved" are (by far) the
biggest contributors to international despondency.
But having worthwhile
people to talk with, complain
with, and drink with makes life
so much better.
If Ashlee Simpson can get
over 72,000 people booing her,
chances are that you can get
over your problems, too!
Send comments to DJ. at
davidj@bgsu.edu
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Falcons look to stuff the Bobcats
BGSU hopes to follow
their solid defensive
effort against Temple
By Sean Corp
SPORTS EDITOR

After winning lasl week's homecoming game 70-7 against
Temple, you'd think one would
be hard pressed to have any

complaints.
ilul thai is the job of a coach.
And Ciregg Brandon saw things
that need improvement. Mainly,
the Falcons need to run the ball
better and stop the opposing
team's running attack, according
to Brandon.
"I'm still concerned about our
rushing defense." Brandon said.
"I'd like to be running the ball
a little bit better, but until we
get RJ. |l>ope| and Bl. [lane] 100
percent healthy, we're going to
struggle."
Thankfully, the Falcons didn't
need much of a ntnning attack
against Temple, when they were
able to throw the ball Virtually at
will as indicated by quarterback
Omar Jacob's 87 percent completion percentage.
However, while the Ohio
Bobcats aren't a top 10 defense,
they are well ahead of Temple
and have displayed a lot of bean,
as seen in their nationally televised win against llttsburgh.
"They're creating some things.
IByruml is a very aggressive
player, he makes things happen.
They're not a very bigdefense, but
they are very quick and active."
Although Brandon is concerned about the Ohio defense,
he's very pleased with how his
own defense performed against
Temple after a tough game
against Boise State.
"For us to hold Temple to a

touchdown, score on defense, get
live turnovers ... those are confidence-boosters," Brandon said.
Jacobs said the defense is
much different than the one that
struggled against Boise State.
"I saw guys flying around and
having fun and you didn't see
that lasl week when we played
Boise — that wasn't Falcon
football, that wasn't us. But you
could see it on Saturday, it was
just guys having fun playing
football
led Piepkow. senior, thought
I he energy of the home crowd
helped the defense get some
key stops.
"We were able to play with
a little more energy and emotion. We were able to feed off of
the great crowd. We were finally
making Isiops on| third and five,
third and two, making ibe big
plays and getting oft the field,"
he said. "This is what we need to
do for the rest of the season."
While the Falcons are riding
high on confidence after such a
decisive win, Ohio coach Frank
Solich knows that to stop the
Falcons you have to stop Omar
Jacobs.
I le's just not sure how to do it.
"I le not only has the ability to
make big plays, but lie's a very
accurate thrower," Solich said of
the Falcon quarterback. "We're
used to seeing good quarterbacks, but we don't have anybody
that matches his statistics."
So far the Bearcats have faced
offagainstthclikesofPittsburgh's
Tyler 1'alko, Xorthwestern's Brett
Basanez and Virginia Tech's
Marcus Vick.
"You don't want to get into a
scoring match with them," Solich
said. "They put points on the
board very easily... I think they're
almost impossible to stop."

Flit Photo BGNens

REIN THEM IN: Jelani Jordan (left) and Ted Piepkow (right) tackle Ohio's Austen Everson in last year's game at Athens. The Falcons defense want
to build on their impressive outing against the Temple Owls and contain the running game and keep the quarterback on his toes

Wie signs $10M deal

Ronen Zilbermin AP Photo

PHENOM: Goiter Michelle Wie follows her shot at the Waialae Country
Club after announcing that she is turning professional.

Young golfer has big
appeal and is cashing
in at Nike and Sony.
BylaymesSong
IMS

ISSOCI'IID

PRESS

HONOLULU — The amateur
records of Tiger Woods and
Michelle Wie are nothing alike.

Woods whipped up on boys
his age, finishing his career without pay by becoming the first
male to win three straight U.S.
Amateur tides. Wie sought out
die best competition, which took
her to professional tournaments
from the time she was 12. She
never won, but her feats are no
less amazing.
The one thing they do have

in common is their tremendous
marketability.
"What's similar in her and
Tiger is, they have instantaneous
worldwide appeal," said Boh
Wood, president of Nike Golf.
Dressed in hot pink Nike
apparel, Wie became the richest
female golfer Wednesday before
a crowded conference room
when she announced she was
turning pro, six days before her
16th birthday.
"I've just been thinking about
it for a really long time, but it
all came down to the last few
months," Wie said. "1 felt ready.
1 felt mature enough. I felt really
comfortable ... I felt it was die
right time."
Wie signed nuiltiyear endorsement deals with Nike and Sony
said to be worth as much as S10
million a year. I ler first act as a
professional was to give some of
it back.
She pledged $500,000 to
the U.S. Golf Hurricane Relief
Fund, set up by the major golf
organizations.
Wie is represented by the
William Morris Agency and agent
Ross Berlin, who said the young
star is his only client.
"Michelle understands the
responsibility that comes from
such exposure," he said.
The 6-foot golfing prodigy will
carry only Nike clubs and wear
the swoosh on her cap and clothing, with the Sony logo on her
golf bag. Other companies are
sure to follow in the Wie sweepstakes, banking on the Hawaii
teen who has been competing
against golfs best players since
she was in the seventh grade
with braces.
"She's the whole package. But
it's all potential. It's all in front of
WIE, PAGE 7

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Team ready to come home
After five consecutive
road games BGSU is
playing at home
By Danielle Tanner
REP0RIER

The University women's soccer
team is hoping that the saying,
"There's no place like home,"
rings true this weekend. Trie
squad returns to Cochrane
Field after five consecutive
road games.
The team will kickofT against
Mid-American Conference
foe Ohio University tomor-

row. University coach Andy
Richards has high hopes for
the outcome.
"Our hopes are that we win
the game," he said. "In the
history of the program, we've
never beaten them. Ohio is a
very good program. They're very
g(H>d every year. We need to be
in respect of them."
Ohio has a 1-3-0 record in the
MAC and is 3-7-0 overall. The
Bobcats are led in scoring by
Maggie Rojas-Alford with three
goals, including Oil's lone score
in Sunday's 2-1 loss at Western
Michigan, larissa Najjar leads
the team with three assists.

Keeper Melissa Parra has started
all 10 games for the Bobcats and
enters this weekend with a .757
save percentage.
Beating the Bobcats would
not only help the Falcons change
history, it would also boost their
MAC record which is currently
an even 2-2-0.
The Falcons will have another
chance to improve their conference record when they play
Akron on Sunday.
"Akron is another good team,"
Richards said. "They've not got
quite as good a record as they
SOCCER,PAGE 7

VOLLEYBALL

Facing a must win' weekend
BG, 1-3 in the Mid-American
Conference and 7-8 overall,
plays Akron (2-2, 7-9) tonight
at 7 p.m. The Falcons will take
the floor again tomorrow for a
6 p.m. contest against Buffalo
ByJasonA Oixon
REP0RIER
(0-4,8-9).
After dropping consecuBowling Green volleyball
coach Denise Van I5e Walle. tive home matches to MAC
simply wants the Falcons to opponents last week, Van De
hit t he road and go after Akron Walle said it's important to get
things back on the upswing
and Buffalo this weekend.
"Right now we Jook at Akron for momentum's sake. She also
and Buffalo, and we know has her eyes set on the MAC
we're in that must-have situ- Tournament next month.
"This whole season everyation ... must play well, must
give it our best," she said. "We one's playing for seeding... and
have to go after these two we want to be home that Firstteams aggressively, and not sit round." she said. "We're four
back and see how they're going matches into a 16-match seato play because they're in the son. A lot of good things can
happen to this team, because
same boat as us."

Coach sees matches
against Akron and
Buffalo as vital

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW3GNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

I have a great team. They just
gotta start believing in themselves a little bit more, and we
had it that night in Ball State."
Van De Walle was referring to the 24-match losing
streak BG ended against the
Cardinals the last time they
were on the road.
But in a season relatively
filled with inconsistency and
unpredictably, she said the
focus during this week of practice has been on the level of
competitiveness, instead of
what was accomplished in the
past.
"It seems like our skills are
pretty good but we just lack
some competitiveness when
teams start to push on us a
VOLIEYBAU, PAGE 7
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BG SPORTS PICK OF THE WEEK
Our sad sack of prognosticators returns tor another
week looking to get a little more space above the .500
mark. Unfortunately, this week's batch of games feature
some tough picks including an inter-state California
showdown and a big time Big Ten battle for Joe Patumo.
Hopeflry. our crystal ball isn't defective again this week.
Liz Honegger. of the women's basketball team tries to
hold down the fort for the athlete of the week.

Ohio at
|H
Bowling Green score
Score
BOWLING GREEN 21.5 POINT FAVORITE Rant
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Reimold named No. 1
prospect in Class A
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48-10 BG

48-14 BG

80-10 BG

56-17 BG

BG will have another Oil simply does not
strong effort as the
have the personnel
facets of the team all to stop BG's high
take steps forward.
powered offense.

BG scores 80 on
the Bobkittens. Go
Falcons!

BG wins because
1 am staying for
the game over fall
break.

28-14 OSU

31-17 OSU

27-24 Penn St.

24-21 Penn St.

Penn State won't be
able to pass their
first big test of the
year.

OSU's scary defense
and a big game by
Ginn will give the
Bucks an easy win.

Sorry Buckeyes,
Penn St. is on a
roll and won't slow
down this week.

Penn State win.
Bottom Line.

35-21 Texas

24-21 Oklahoma

30-20 Texas

28-7 Texas

Oklahoma fans will
continue to ask
themselves: "How
did this happen?"

Mack Brown will
get out-coached
and Peterson will
rush for 175 yards.

Peterson gives
Longhorns rock!
Oklahoma the early
lead but Texas pulls
of the win.

No. 6 Ohio St. at
No. 16 Penn St. score
Rant
OHIO STATE 3.5 POINT FAVORITE

Oklahoma at
No. 2 Texas Score
Rant

TEXAS 14 POINT FAVORITE

No. 5 Georgia at
Tennessee score
TENNESSEE 3 POINT FAVORITE

Rart

No. 10 California at
No. 20 UCLA score
Rant

UCLA 1 5 POINT FAVORITE

regon at
No. 17 Arizona St score
!
Rant
ARIZONA 10 POINT FAVORITE

•
14-3 Georgia

31-25 Tennessee

35-17 Georgia

21-7 Georgia

Big time defenses
don't blow important
games.

Rick Claussen
proves he isn't
just a one-game
wonder.

Tennessee won't
get past Georgia's
linebackers or the
rest of the defense.

The Vols won't be
able to get it done
against Georgia's
D.

42-24 Cal

41-38 UCLA

42-24 Cal

27-20 UCLA

1 guess I'm going to
trust Metzger on this
one.

Games out west
usually don't do
it for me, but I'm
pretty intrigued.

UCLA doesn't belong The Cal Bears are
in the top 25. Don't overrated,
expect to see them
there next week.

34-17 Arizona St.
Arizona is going to
keep winning big.
Maybe people will
start to take notice,

BG faces Akron, Ohio
SOCCER, FROM PAGE 6

should have, so they'll come out
fighting."
The Zips are 0-4-0 in the
league (2-8-1 overall) and are
hungry for their first MAC victory. They are also hoping to snap
a six-game losing streak. Leslie
Bullen provides the offensive
spark for the Zips, scoring three
of the team's seven goals.
The Falcons will attempt to
counter both teams with their
talented roster. The squad is
led in scoring by Britt Anderson
and Samantha Meister with
five goals apiece. Julie Trundle
leads the team in assists with
nine on the season. Corbie Yee
and Kristin McDonald, both
freshmen, have added a new
offensive spark, scoring a combined five goals this season
between them.
Richards has been working
with the team on ways to beat
both Akron and Ohio.

"We've worked a little bit on
style of piay," he said. "There
are things that they botMOhio
and Akronl do that we want to
counteract."
The squad continues to focus
on becoming a more consistent team and relying on their
strengths to carry them through
a tough MAC schedule.
"Our strengths, when we
play to our potential, are that
we're pretty creative," Richards
said. "We're able to score from
different positions and we're
tight in the back. We're a little
inconsistent and that's something we really have to work on
this week and in the coming
weeks. It's really a mentality
more than anything"
If all goes well, the Falcons'
mentality will be in the right
place by 4 p.m. this afternoon
when they kickoff against the
Bobcats. Kickoff for Sunday's
match will be at noon.

Any team that can
take USC into the
fourth quarter must
be pretty solid.

61! NEWS

21-10 Arizona St.

24-16 Arizona St

Oregon doesn't
have the streak the
Mighty Ducks have.
They lose this one.

They're better,

Baseball America has slated
former Falcon outfielder Nolan
Reimold as the No. 1 prospect
coming from the Class A New
York-Pcnn League. The Oct. 10
issue of Baseball America chose
the top 10 prospects from each
minor league with Reimold topping the list for the New YorkPenn League after an outstand-

ing year with the Aberdeen
Iron Birds.
After batting .360 with 20
homeruns and 62 RBI during
his junior season with BGSU,
Reimold was drafted by ihe
Baltimore Orioles in the second
round, 61st pick overall in the
2005 lune draft.
I n 50 games wit h t he Aberdeen
IronBirds, the Greenville, Pa.
native hit for .294 with nine
homeruns and 30 RBI.
BA said of Reimold. "At 6foot-4 and 207 pounds, it's no
surprise that Reimold has plus
power... He had no problem
making ihe jump to the high
Class A Carolina I.cague."

Volleyballers confident
VOLLEYBALL. FROM PAGE 6

little bit," she said. "We've been
very good till about 20-22 points
and then it seems like those last
8-10 we lose some of the fight or
we lose some of t he focus."
Van De Walle has reemphasized the importance
of consistency, which is something she feels the team has
been lacking.
That's how you get the word
associated with anything you do.
it has to IK- over time," she said.
"That's what we're trying to get
die players to realize is dial in
order to be good the consistency
has to be there over time. YVc have
to work hard all the time. Our skill
level has to be high all the time.
"The biggest tiling right now
is the fact that we do look good
up until those 22-23 points," she
continued. "We are earning our
points, and that's something
dial we stress. We don't want to
rely on Akron or Buffalo to have
an off night in order for us to
win. We've just got to feel good
about our performance all the
way through."
Something Van De Walle
is doing to atone for the
Falcons' shortcomings are
lineup changes.
Annie Griffin, freshman, is
expected to see some time at set-

ter, which would move Chrissy
Gothke to right-side hitter.
"We like the way Annie sets,
she sets a great ball and we like
the way Chrissy hits," Van De
Walle said. "So mat's something
we're going to be doing quite a
bit of. Right now, we think it'll
pay big dividends lor us."
Ciothke. who is the only BG
player to start in every game this
season, said she would he fine
with the possible switch.
"Whatever Coach needs my
role to be, I have no problem."
the 5-foot-10-inch junior said.
"Whatever's more successful for
the team. I'm more than willing
to do. I'm definitely ready to be
aggressive on die hitting side."
Van De Walle is contemplating
the idea of more moves.
"I think Mandeline Means has
been doing a good job offensively for us. So you're going to
see her in the lineup more and
Chelsey |Meek| and IMaggie]
Karges will be splitting time at the
libero position."
Senior F.mily Manser said
the team has taken big strides,
and is seeking two victories
this weekend.
"We fixed now diings we've
been having problems with and
hopefully we'll come out really
strong against Akron and carry
that on to Buffalo."

Wie has huge appeal to advertisers
WIE, FROM PAGE 6
her," Wood said.

Wie is already one of the
most famous athletes in the
world, commanding large galleries wherever she goes. She's
young, talented, charismatic,
photogenic and bilingual.
Wie is fluent in Korean and is
taking Japanese.
"She's just a great story. She's
a great Nike story. If there's anybody that can personify 'lust
Do It,' it's Michelle." Wood said.
But Wie must now deliver
with major expectations placed
on her shoulders.
"I realize there's higher
expectations, but it's super
exciting," she said. "Everything
is at a higher stake and I'm really looking forward to it."
Wood said what excites him
is that Wie has the potential
to transcend (he sport. And it
starts with winning.

"They have to be a champion first." Wood said. "Michael
Jordan wouldn't have transcended if he hadn't won championships. I don't think when
Tiger turned pro, he had done
that either. He has now."
But Wie has a long career
ahead of her.
"There's a lot of time for her
to accomplish amazing things,"
he said.
Wie doesn't have much
time before being put under
the spotlight. She makes
her professional debut next
week in the Samsung World
Championship in California.
Wie also will play the week
of Thanksgiving at the Casio
World Open in lapan, her sixth
time competing against men.
All of this, and she still has
aspirations to attend college.
"I'm definitely going to college and I'm definitely going to
graduate," she said.

But Wie acknowledges
she probably won't graduate
in four years with her busy
tournament schedule.
Wie isn't expected to join
the I.PGA Tour until she turns
18, although she can play up
to eight of its events a year.
She also will play a few times
on the PGA Tour, and against
men and women overseas.
She already has an impressive resume even before being
eligible for a driver's license.
Wie was runner-up at the
LPGA Championship to
Annika Sorenstam, and lied
for third at the Women's British
Open. She has made the cut
in her last 16 LPGA events
dating to 2003, and would
have earned about 5640,870
on the LPGA Tour this year
had she not been an amateur. That would have put her
13th on the money list in only
seven starts.

Wie has competed five titties
against the men, without making a cut — three on the PGA
Tour, once on the Nationwide
Tour and once on the Canadian
Tour.
She shot 6B at the Sony Open as
a 14-year-old, the lowest score by
a female competing on a men's
lour. She reached the quarterfinals of the U.S. Amateur Public
Links this summer, three rounds
away from her long-shot bid of
getting into the Masters.
Born and raised in I lonolulu to
immigrant parents from Korea,
Wie first started playing golf at
age 4, but didn't take lessons
until about five years later and
began practicing three hours a
day after school, and eight hours
a day on weekends.
"The first time I grabbed a golf
club. I knew I'd do it for the rest of
my life," she said 'Some 12 years
later. I'm finally turning pro, and
I'm so excited."

Nations top linebackers ready to play at'Linebacker University'
Man Millen, Dennis Onkotz, Greg
Butde and LaVar Arlington, just
to name a bunch. The latest class
at Linebacker U. is led by outside linebacker Paul Posluszny
By Rusty MiHer
— just like Hawk, a two-time Big
THE ASSOCIATED MESS
Ten defensive player of the week
COLUMBUS, Ohio — A.). Hawk — along with Tim Shaw, Tyrell
and the Ohio State linebackers Sales and Dan Connor.
Posluszny is third in the conwelcome the chance to take their
ference in tackles while Hawk
act to Linebacker U.
The sixth-ranked Buckeyes is fifth for Ohio State (3-1, 1-0).
play at No. 16 Penn State tomor- Largely because of its active and
row night, introducing one of aggressive linebackers, Penn
the top linebacking corps in the State (5-0, 2-0) ranks 21st in the
nation to a place that has pro- country in scoring defense (16.6
duced some of the best to ever points a game) and 27th in total
defense (308.6 yards per game).
play the position.
Hawk said the showdown in The Buckeyes' numbers are even
Happy Valley is more than just better, 12.8 points per game and
Bobby Carpenter, Anthony 249 yards.
Carpenter tops the Big Ten in
Schlegel and him against the
sacks and is third in tackles for
rejuvenated Nittany Uons.
"People always try to get us in a loss.
"The two outside linebacklinebacker battles with the other
teams," said Hawk, who leads a ers illawk and Carpenter] are
defensive unit ranked No. 1 in the as good as anybody has in the
nation against the run and fifth in country," Penn State coach Joe
total defense. "But we're trying to Patemo said. "It is one of the
be the best defense in the coun- better defensive teams you will
try. We're going in as a defense ever see. I don't mean just this
year, but you will see play any
and to make a statement."
Penn State has had a long line time. In all of the years I have
of'backers who made bold state- been coaching, this is probably
ments with their play: Jack Ham, one of the better defensive teams
Shane Conlan, Andre Collins, I have seen."

OSU trio excited
about storming into
Beaver stadium

He added, "If we are comparable to them. I would feel
pretty good."
Carpenter can't wait for the
comparisons wiUi Penn State's
linebackers to begin.
"Oil, most definitely;" he said.
"Our linebackers' goal every week
is to play the best that we can.
individually and as a unit. So
when we go in there we're going
to try to dominate up front and
hopefully take their ran game
away and get some pressure on
Mike Robinson."
Ohio State's linebackers are keying on Robinson, Penn State's versatile and tough quarterback.
"That's what we do every game:
affect the quarterback and just be
a physical defense, a defense that
people like to watch," Hawk said.
A quarterback pancaking a
defensive player? Apparently, even
the players at the glamor positions
have that Linebacker U. mentality.
The stakes are high for both
teams, with the loser falling back
in the Big Ten race and possibly
out of the national tide picture.
"It's a defining point for us, and
for Penn State," Carpenter said.
"You can't ask for much more in a
game. Two teams that it means a
lot to, with good records and two
historic national powers."

Tarry GWiam AP Photo

TRIPPY TRIO: Ohio State linebackers A. J. Hawk (47), Anthony Schlegel (51) and Bobby Carpenter (42) welcome
the chance to take their act to Linebacker U. The Buckeyes play at No. 16 Penn State on Saturday.
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ON THE WEB: Check
out www.bgnews.com/
pulse tor a review of tlie
new movie "Serenity."
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Local bands
new CD to
'Resonate at
party tonight
By Chelci Howard
REPORTER

Before die term "rock" liii popular culture and was applied 10

Ashlee Simpson, the won! actually meant something.
It Implied good music
Resonant Soul rock.
Bringing bat k the forgotten
guitar solos and sung vocals
versus screamed, Resonant
Soul released their sophomore album Wednesda) titled
"Stillwater" and will in- having
ail) release part) at Howards
Club H tonight at 9.
"Stillwater" Incorporates a
sound that can metaphorical!) be described as a boat
party between Pink Floyd and
Radiohead.
The album contains melodies thai are incredibly soft on
the ears and rock hard rills that
congeal well, creating a solid
record, which Is something thai
the public has already picked

up on.
Kick Acker, drummer and sin
dent here at the University, conveyed messages of excitement
due to the success thus far of the
new album.
"In pre-sold CDs we have
sold atxiut 100," Acker said on
Wednesday when die CD was
released. "I just sent one out to
the U.K. because we are even
developing a fan base then- u ii h
the possibility of being plaved
on the BBC."
However, our Iriendlv neighbors across the pond a re the only
ones picking up on the Itesonant
Soul infatuation.
Out of 700-plus fans on their
mailing list, one-third of them
reside in Bowling Green.
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Trapt tour hits Toledo
By Dan Myers
»SSl'.l

PUlSf E0I10R

Hie lights dim in a smoky,
crowded club, bushing its
crowd oi OUT r»oo.
Moments later, the first
power chord blasts over a pair
of 15-fbot tall speakers, send
ing the audience into a frenzy
oi cheers and pumping fists.
ibis was the scene Trapt
saw as they slepped on
siage ai Club Bijou in Toledo
Wednesday night.
They began the show With
Several Of their more wellknown songs in gel the crowd
pumped, but soon moved to
Hacks off (heir newest CD
ieleased in mid-September,

"Someone In Control."
Guitarist Simon Ormandy.
who sat down for an interview after the concert, said
the band set oul 10 make a
record that's more indicative
oi their live shows.
"We play so many shows that
we kinds developed our sound
ami we have mote oi a focus,"
Ormand] said, "the first
record was kind of like, i.et's
go make a lecord."
The band began its new
lour around the release ol

in Chicago, Des Moines and
other cilies. 1 Irinandy said the
crowds are what every band
really wants.
"You wanna play for as many
people as possible." he said. "It
sure is fun lo play in from of
100-thoiisand people.
Ormandy discussed how he
knew he u anled to join a band,
saying, "When you're a kid and
you pick up a guitar for the first
time and you say, This is what
I want to do."
Trapt's energy showed all
night, from lead vocalist Chris
Brown jumping all over stage
to sweat flying off of drummer
Aaron Montgomery's forehead
as lie thrashed a drum set to
the cool intensity that bassist
Peter Charell exuded during
each song,
llieir energy was infectious,
keeping the audience pumped
all night.
During the concert, burly

By Corey Close
RrPORTE R

security guards stood between
the stage and a metal barrier
that kept fans at bay.
But the guards' attention
was more focused on fans off
their feet than on — crowd
surfers frequently landed in
their waiting arms.
One fan was even launched
on stage, landing just short

Voice actor
turns rapper
downtown

lordan Flower BGNews
GETTIN' INTO IT: Trapt lead vocalist Chris Brown (center) moves
around the stage while guitarist Simon Ormandy (left) jams.

of lead vocalist Chris Brown's
feet — but that isn't the only
time Trapt has had a surprise
"Someone In Control" and have
on stage.
already played for audiences
"WewereplayinginRochester,
New York," Ormandy said,
"and this woman — a rather
portly woman — wiggled on
stage like a seal.
"Our manager, Pete, tried
to grab her but there was too
much of her," he said with a
laugh. "It was just funny how
she got onto the stage, if you
can imagine a seal just wiggling on stage."
Before playing Trapt's last
planned song, "Stand Up"
— an angry, angstful track off
their new CD — Brown said
to the crowd, "Let out all your
twain r km BGNwrc
aggressions on this one."
PUMPED UP; The crowd at Club Bijou pumps its fists in front of the
The fans went wild, screamstage as Trapt plays a song from its new CD, "Someone In Control."

ing out the lyrics and banging
their heads to the beal.
The song ended, but their
energy did not. "Encore," they
chanted.
It didn't take long to bring
Trapt back onto the stage for
two more songs, the latter
being their most well-known:
"Headstrong" their trademark
song that made them popular
in 2002.
In dramatic fashion, Brown
climbed on top of the barrier
during the final anthem, a sea of
hands reaching up to him during the concert's final moments.
Trapt's next stop is tonight at
the Oclcon in Cleveland.
They'll be on tour until Dec.
15 — Ormandy's birthday, ironically — when they take a break
before touring either l-urope or
lapan in 2006.

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWW.BGNEWS.COIYVPULSE

Next Wednesday, one while rapper from New York will come to
I towards Club H.
His name is mc chris — in his
words, "lower case, no dots" —
and his latest tour is called "The
Revenge of the Nerd Tour."
I le does not consider himself
cool and he does not fit the general mold of a rapper. Instead
of rapping about girls or money,
he chooses to write about his
favorite toys and cartoons while
growing up, losing the girl and
being a nerd.
Before becoming a full-time
rapper, he was most famous for
working on Cartoon Network's
"Adult Swim."
If you still are not familiar with
him, his voice lalenis were used
for the character Hesh on "Sealab
2021" and MC Pee Pants on "Aqua
leen I lunger liirce."
I lis songs are self-effacing and
genuinely funny. On the song" 10
Year Old," he admits that his voice
sounds like a child's and the song
"tats Vett" is entirely about the
Star Wars character Boba Felt.
This is not to say that mc chris
doesn't have any skills with a
microphone, because he does.
His flow is original and interesting, but he is not for everyone.
For those who are only interested in the most serious rappers,
his style may be a turn off.
The heart of the music is his
producer, John Fewell. I lis drum
and bass mastery is a throw back
to old school drum and bass
style, but he also has influences in jungle music and upbeat
punk music.
"The only time I ever got excited about meeting a celebrity was
when I met INeptunes memberl
Chad Hugo," lohn said about his
current influences.
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This week we profile Aaron
Shumaker,
President of
Undergraduate
Student
Government

By Adam Sfiapiro

Where are you from?
Chesteriand, Ohio

Year: Senior
What are your major and
minor? My major is applied
health science, and my minor
is biology.
What got you interested in
those? When I came to school
I wanted to go into medicine, I
still want to go into medicine,
but not as a doctor anymore.
Probably like a health care
administration role.
What was the last movie you
saw? Wedding Crashers, I liked
it a lot. very funny.

Photo Provided

CHAMPION: leremy Hartman, a senior at the University, works out six days a week and can lift 716 lbs. His
goal is to win the gold medal in the 2006 World Junior Powerlifting Championships.

record by lifting 710 pounds.
Today, Hartman can squat
almost 700 pounds, bench
press nearly 500 and deadlift
over 700. These numbers may
seem astounding to some, but
Hartman said they are just average in the world circuit, where
many competitors train full time.
11 it his last year on the junior
circuit, Hartman has one goal
— to bring home a gold medal
from the 2006 World Junior
Powerlifting Championships,
which has eluded him for the
past two years.
In this international competition, die world's strongest powerlifters — between the ages of 20
to 23 — come together to see if all
their hard work pays off.
The 200!i tournament was held
Sept. 6 - 11 in fort Wayne, Ind.,
where Hartman finished fourth
place in his weight division, a
significant feat, considering he
injured his right pectoral muscle
prior to die meet.
"I had to keep a positive attitude," Hartman said. "I just
tried to train around it the best I
could."
Hartman was hoping to
advance to the top three after
finishing in fourth place at
the 2004 tournament held in
Poland.
Nonetheless, Hartman is not
giving up on his goal for 2006.

To get a gold medal at next
year's world tournament,
Hartman will not only have to
nab his fifth national title in
March, but also train harder
than he ever has, he said.
Nearly all of his free time goes
into the sport, which makes it
lough for him to be a regular
college kid, he said.
"You kind of have to sacrifice the average life of a college
student to achieve your goals,"
Hartman said. "This summer,
all of my friends were on vacation, enjoying their break, and I
spent most of mine in the weight
room."
When he wasn't in the weight
room, he was working as a personal trainer in his hometown
of Chesteriand, teaching junior
high and high school students
bow to properly lift weights.
Hartman feels it is also important to leach kids about the dangers of using steroids. When he
finds the lime between school
and training, Hartman travels
around Ohio, speaking to middle and high school students
about the success he has had
without using steroids.
Indeed. Hartman's continuing success is not from drugs or
the power of the gods. Instead, it
comes from his sheer determination — a strength that cannot
be measured in mere pounds.

The dead come to life at reformatory
MANSFIELD. FROM PAGE 8

EricStHle BGNews

LIVING DEAD: A costumed zombie stalks the corridors of the Mansfield
Reformatory. The former prison is a haunted house during October.

And although Myron has produced ghost has children run
past him, clinging lo their fathers,
Myron quiedy tells of one of the
many experiences he's had with
die Reformatory's most unseen
presence.
"On the third floor of this
administration building, there's
a legend about the warden's wife
that was accidentally killed by a
gun dial fell off of the shelf," he
says. "They say you know she's
there when you smell flowers and
can feel her presence."
As the sounds of chainsaws
and more high-pitched screaming escape the building, Myron
— who is dressed in till black to
complement his dark features
— continues with his story.
"I was up on the third floor — it
was a be HII one in the morning
— and I went back lo unplug the
lights, and as I bent down and
stood up, I fell something brush
across my face. As I turned, il was
like a hand went out and went
like dlis on my shoulder," he says,
as he gendy brushes his hand
over his right shoulder.
"I could see the outline of
someone in the dark, but when
I put my Maglite on it, nodiing
was there," he adds.
Though Myron's experience
seems to be somewhat pleasant,
other staff members say they've
nearly been shoved down flights
of stairs when no one else was
around.
Other times, the prison seems
lo howl with screams even after
the doors have been locked and
lights have been turned off.
"It's what I call an 'acceptable
phenomenon,'" Myron says. "In
other words, you just gel used to
it and it just becomes part of the
whole area."
Now, the Reformatory adds to

its haunted features with props
of zombies and sound effects set
off by motion detectors.
Though the month of October
sees the Reformatory enhanced
with such props, Myron says
there is more to the prison than
meets the eye.
"People like lo be scared," he
says. "These are tilings dial are
like controlled scares. They know
it's fake, but at the same time, it's a
release form. You're in a real prison,
a real structure that's one of the
most haunted places in the world."
Myron has been practicing
these very scare tactics since the
prison closed.
And according lo him, the
inside structure of the prison may
have been just as scary for the
inmates as it is for visitors today.
"My understanding is thai
around 1974, the ACI.U filed a
lawsuit saying it was too inhumane." Myron says. "Once you
go through it, you can see what
they're talking about. They
won that suit and the state was
required lo build a new prison. It
took them 16 years to build it and
diis facility closed in 1990 and
has been vacant ever since."
Through the years the
Reformatory held its prisoners to
present day, the building stands
tall looking more like a castle
than a prison.
And as children and adults exit
the premises a bit uneasy and
scared, the structure proves it has
a story to tell through its rich history within the town.
"It doesn't get much scarier than
this," Myron says. "What we say is
come here because it's where the
supernatural meet the special
effects. You will be unnerved and
ratded."
This is the third in a series of
road trips designed for University
students and a single tank of gas.
Next month, you can find us in
Windsor, Canada.

AARON SHUMAKER

SENIOR

Age: 22

Then again, Adonis probably
never squatted, bench pressed
a;id deadliftcd bis way to lieconiing a national ixiwerlifting champion like I lartman has
The s|x)rt of powerlifting also
differs from weighdilting. which
consists of two different lifts
— the snatch and clean-and-jerk
lifts. In these lifts, the athletes
must raise the weighted barbell
completely over their heads.
Powerlifting, on the other
hand, comprises the squat,
bench press and deadlift, none
"I winch require the competitors to raise the barbell over their
heads. Powerlifting competitions
may include one, two or all three
of these lifting events.
Athletes are separated into
divisions according to their sex,
age and weight.
Bach competitor is allowed
three attempts per lifting event,
with the liesl lift being added to
their total score.
"Powcrlilting isn't just about
strength," I lartman said, "It also
has to do with speed and technique, which are just as important."
Hartman began competitive
powerlifting five years ago and
lias been racking up trophies,
tides and records ever since.
At the age of 19, Hartman set
the overall scoring record for his
division, as well as the deadlift

"VITALS

By Dave Herrera

REPORTER

leremy Hartman resembles a
modern-day Hercules; he is a
man of awe-inspiring strength
and steadfast delermination.
So maybe the son of/rus didn't
have to wear skin-light weightlifting gear when he warned to display his strength, but then again,
he probably never competed in
national strength competitions
like Hartman has.
In addition to being a full-time
student, the 22-year-old I hitman
is a champion poweriifter. one
with four collegiate national titles
under his belt.
The life of a poweriifter isn't
easy though, and I lartman said
he has to stay focused and work
hard if he wants to be the best,
which he isn't too far away from
being.
After all, you don't get to the
point where you can deadlift 716
pounds without putting a little
work into it.
Hartman typically trains four
to five days a week for about two
hours. And that is just while he is
"relaxing" between competitions.
During the diree months leading up to a major powerlifting
meet, Hartman hits the weight
room six days a week. Two or
three of those days usually entail
double workouts, with approximately a 90-minute session in
the morning, followed by an limn long session in the afternoon.
Hartman also goes on a stricter diet when competitions are
approaching. Normally, however.
he just makes sure to consume
a high-calorie diet that Includes
plenty of high-protein, low-fat
foods like fish, chicken and lean
meats.
"I am pretty much eating
throughout the entire day," said
Hartman, a senior physical education major at the University.
"You need to constandy provide
your body with enough fuel."
Powerlifters generally don't
have to follow die rigid diets of
bodybuilders, a group they often
get confused with, Hartman said.
Bodybuilders compete to see
who has the best body, while
powerlifters compete to determine who is the strongest.
"Powerlifting doesn't have anything to do with what you look
like." Hartman said. "Powerlifters'
bodies come in different shapes
and sizes."
But don't be fooled. Standing
5 feet 10 inches tall and weighing in at 220 pounds with only 8
percent body fat. I lartman has a
physique that could put Adonis
to shame.

CHECKING YOUR

What CD do you have in your
CD player right now? 1 don't
listen to CDs, I download from
ffunes.
What was the last thing you
downloaded? Dashboard
Confessional, because they
came to campus. 1 didn't go to
the concert but I wasn't familiar with all of dieir songs, so I
downloaded them.
What's your favorite Web
site? Outside of my Webmail
account, probably ISPN.
com. |1 follow! anything from
Cleveland, so the Cavs. the
Indians, the Browns.
What's your favorite food?
Pretty much anything Italian,
pasta or something with
alfredo.
What's your dream job? Some
sort of basketball coach, probably high school.
What's your favorite thing
downtown? I like the nighdife,
usually Junction on weekends.
What got you interested in
USG? USG is the one organization that encompasses everything on campus. It's not like
Greek life where it only centers
around the Greek units, or RSA

that only does the residence
halls. USG encompasses
everything and I like the large
impact that it has on the
campus.
How are things going there
this year? I think the've been
going really well. We haven't
been afraid to change things,
which I diink is good because
we're continually challenging
ourselves. I think that we've
talked about and really progressed on some issues, which
I think is good Instead of just
giving reports, we actually
discuss issues, and we actually work on issues during our
meetings now, which is something that we havent done in
the past.
What kinds of things do you
want to see USG do lor the
rest of the year? Well there are
a couple of big things. I think
Dining Services and Catering
are always going to be a hot
issue. I think that that's something thai USG sin n He I always
have a presence in. Improving
our relationship with the city
is really important because I
think there's other issues that
stem from that relationship. I
diink we really want to make
sure that we have a good relationship with our permanent
residents and widi city officials.
I imagine we'll look at the academic policy, which is always a
reoccuring thing.
What did you think of student
response to Hurricanes Rita
and Katrina? It was really good,
we've actually raised dose to
$3,000 so far, which is really
impressive. We've liad over
25 student organizations help
us with dial, which 1 diink is
impressive because I can't
remember a time when we've
had so many sludenl organizations contribute and collaborate to help. I thought it was a
very positive response.

Rapper gets down
with his nerdy side
They Might Be Giants.
"We like their music and we
All these musical styles come get along with them, and dial's
together and what you end up what matters," John said, in
with are beats that sound totally regards lo the bands he is curoriginal
rently touring wi til.
Two bands are coming
After this tour, chris and Inlin
with chris — The Ergs! and will be working on his fourth
SNM.NMNM. They are all self- release, which will be his secproclaimed nerds and offer an ond full-length album. DC Flag
interesting balance to the rap- Records, die record label of
per'ssryie.
the band Good Charlotte, has
The Ergs! are a New Jersey- shown interest in him.
based pop punk band and
Chris will he at Howard's
SNMNMNM are from North Club II with the F.rgsl and
Carolina and have a pop sound SNMNMNMWedticsday.Doors
that barkens back to the best of open at B p.m.
RAPPER, FROM PAGE 8

GOLF IN BG

Pit IMM BG News
THE HARDEST PART IS THE WINDS: Senior Brett Saums gets
in a round of golf with his friends at the course on campus.

Check out the Pulse's
reviews of the "Corpse Bride" soundtrack
and Him's new album "Dark Light" at
www.bgnews.com/pulse

WEB EXCLUSIVE:

October 7,
2005
ON THE WEB: Check
inn www.bgnews.com/
pulse fora review of the
new movie "Serenity."

www.bgnews.com/pulse
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Serving a sentence of fear in the

ONE TANK TRIP

in iiu m \imm

people sa\ is haunted with
the ghosts of hs most violent
Die Bcmms at young i«*n- offenders.
But since the prison shut
- couid be heard ai nighi
when entering ihe ground1- ai down in 1990. the Mansfield
Reformatory
Preservation
Mansfield Sale Reformatory.
It ma> not he the \acant pris- Society has worked to conon that's scaring them, though. serve both the prison
Vcording to «»me. it could be itself and the spirits
the ghosts that inhabit the trapped inside.
Since then,
building.
Nestled back in the dark, the prison
recessed comers of Mansfield
is the Reforms
a vacant prison
built in 1886
that mam
By Jess Wiper

■

has been home to movies like producer Myron St. John looks hwrw indiuvtr; '■' ■ i n also
"The Shawshank Redemption' far guests to shock and terrif >
said hi
• "
In 2001. 1 got word that the mem business for ytauv
and feat ured on PQX s "Scariest
• i prmtfcl and
Places on Earth.'
reformatory was looking for
During the Halloween sea- someone to produce a haunt" ••. . •'■•- :V 5 '.<'.•. ■ :■■ ■■'.'
.
I,',..,.
son, though, a company he says. I don't know if MRPS
1
chose
me
to
do
it:
its
son
of
in.
man
dm
ctmqBJh
•••■ ■••■
known as Haunted X
sets up haunts in the something 1 came across.'
prison.
Mong with experience in the ■ bcfc,
Along with an acting crew. Haunted
*J.*:>' !•:...: -'hf '■
X s haunt
••■

.

-,;.•:•■
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m

n
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Local band's
new CD to
'Resonate at
party tonight
By Chelci Howard

Resonant •
Bringi

versus

Cluhll
■

theeat
solid
ii -( mil. win* 11 is something that
the i>■ >*■

■ ady i»i k.ii

upon.
Itu k Acki
rid 'in
dent here al the i Iniversity, i on
veyed i
due to the success thus Fai
new album
In pre sold i i i
sold aboul 100.' \i kei said on
Wednesdaj when the i I
released ' i jusl em on
IIM* II.K hi< .in.'- we an
develo|
■ Ihcn with
the possibility ol being played
ontheBB"
However, out friendl) neighbors across the pondaretliconl)
ones picking up on the Resonant
soul infatuation.
Out ol 700-plus tans on their
mailing list, one third ol Ihem
reside in Bowling Green,
PARTY. PAGE 10
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Voice actor
turns rapper
downtown

Trapt tour hits Toledo
i ago, i tes Moines and
othei cities. Ormandj said the
I he lights ilmi in .i smoky, crowds are whal every band
led i lull. hushing its reallj wants.
(HUM!
"You wanna playfoi as main
Moments later, ihe tii-t people as possible," he said. It
i hord blasts over a p lit
sure is inn m play in front ol
■:n akers send- Inn thousand people.
audience into i frenzy
Ormandy discussed how In
ndpumpii . fists
knew he wanted tojoinaband,
■ i i II l rapl
say in)'. "Vt hen you're a kid and
hey stepped on Mm pick up a guitar for the first
al i lull Bijou in Ibledo lime.mil win say, Ibis iswhai
I want lodo.'"
night
I hr. began the 'how with
I'rapl's energy showed all
I hoi i more well night, from lead vocalist Chris
l ihe i rowd Brown jumping all over stage
il soon moved to in sweal flying oil ni drummer
theii newest CD Aaron Montgomery's forehead
. - il in mid-September, i- In- thrashed a drum set to
i III ( nllllnl
the cool intensity thai bassisl
(luitarisi Simon Ormandy, Peter Charell exuded during
intei each song.
I lu'ii energy was infectious,
ing the audience pumped
! that's more indicative all night.
live shows.
During tin- concert, burly
•o many shows thai security guards stood between
oped our sound the stage and a metal barriei
.Hid we i, ivc more ol .i focus." that ki-pi fans at bay.
ndj said.
'The first
Bui the guards' attention
was kind nl like, i et's was more for used on fans nit
i,i record.™
their feel than on
crowd
iln- band began iis new surfers frequently landed In
lour around the release nl their waiting arms
"Someone in( ontroT and have
i Inc tan was even launched
• il foi audiences on stage, landing just short
By Dan Myers

Ionian Flower BGNnPUMPED UP Ihe crowd at Club BIJOU pumps its fists in front of the
stage as Trapt plays a song from its new CD, "Someone In Control."

By Corey Close

lo'danFlowei '

'i ■■

GETTIN' INTO IT: Ttapt lead vocalist Chris Brown (center) moves
around the stage while guitarist Simon Ormandy (left) jams.

of lead vocalist Chris Brown's inji mil Ihe lyrics and banging
feel
hut that isn't the only ibeii beads In the heal
The song ended, but theii
time I rapt lias bad a siirpnsc
energy did not l ncore." they
mi stage.
"We were playingin Rochester, i hauled.
Ii didn't lake long to bring
New York." Ormandy said,
"and ibis unman — a rather liapi back onto the stage Im
[xirilv woman
wriggled on two mure snugs, die latter
being theii most well-known:
stage like a seal,
"Our manager, Pete, tried "Headstrong," theii trademark
to grab her but there was too song thai made llicm popular
much of her,"' he said wild a In 2002,
In draui.iiii fashion, Brown
laugh. "Il was jusl funny how climbed on (tip nl Ibe liamri
sbc got nnln ibc stage! if you during the final anthem.asea of
can imagine a seal |ust wig- bauds reaching up 10 him durgling on stage."
ing the concerts final moments,
Before playing Trapt's last
Trapi's next stop is tonight al
planned Song, "Stand Dp" the Odeon in Cleveland.
an angry, angstful track off
They'll In- on tour unlit I let.
their new ( D
Brown said 15 — Onnandy's birthday. IroniIn the crowd, "Let mil all yotll cally when they lake a break
aggressions on this one.11
before tuuringeftnei Europe ot
The fans wcnl wild, scream |apanln2006,

\ FINGERS ON THE PULSE Of CAMPUS AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/FniLSE

Nexi Wednesday one white rap
pel from New York will come lo
Howards Club H,
Mis name is rm chris in bis
words, Towei case, no dots"
and ins latest tout is called Ihe
Revenge ol the Nerd four."
He does not consider himself
cool and in- does not hi the general mull! ni a rapper. Instead
nl lapping about gills in money,
he chooses to write aboul bis
favorite toys and cartoons while
growing up losing the girl and
being a nerd
Before becoming a lull time
rapper, he was mosi famous for
winking mi Cartoon Network's
"Adult Swim."
it Mm still are not familial with
him, bis roil e talents were used
Ii ir the character I lesh on "Sealah
2021 andMCPeePantson'Aqua
live I lunger Force."
I Iis snugs are sell-elladng and
genuinely funny. On Ihe song "10
Veai Old. he admitsihat his voice
sounds like a child's ami the song
I I'M s Veil" is entirely about the
Stat Wftus character Boba I'ett.
Ibis is not tosay that mi chris
doesn't have any skills with a
inn rophone, because be does.
His How is original and Interest
ing, but he is not for everyone,
I or those who are only inleiesi
ed in the must serious rappers,
his style may bea turn of]
The bean of the music is his
producer, lolin Iewcll. I Iis drum
and bass mastery Is a throw back
In old school drum and bass
style, hut be also has Influences in jungle musk and upbeat
| punk music
"The only time I ever gol excited about meeting a celebrily was
when I met INeptunes member!
(had I lugo," lohn said about his
current influences
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A POWERLIFTER

powerilfters compete in determine who is the strongest,
I'ovverlilting doesn't have any
thing lo do with what you look
like." Hartman said "Powerlifters'
bodies come in different shapes
and sizes."
But don't be fooled. Standing
5 feel 10 inches tall and weighing in at J1III pounds with onh H
percent body Int. I lartman has a
physique thai could put Adonis
to shame.

CHECKING YOUR
"VITALS

By Dave Herrera
lEPomti

ITiis week we profile Aaron
Shumaker, President of
Undergraduate
Student
Government,

By Mam Shapiro
REPORTER
teremy Hartman resembles a
modern-day Hercules; he Is a
man DI awe-inspiring strength
ami steadfast determination.
So maybe the si inoi Zeus didn't
have 10 wear sldn-dghl weightlifting gear when he wanted to dis
play his strength, hut then again,
he probably never competed in
national strength competitions
like I lartman has
In addition to being a lull time
student, the 22-year-old Hartman
is a champion powerlifter, one
with four collegiate national titles
under his belt
The life of a powerliftot isnl
easy though, and Hartman said
he lias In slay focused anil weak
haul ii he wants to be the best,
which he isn't too Far away from
being.
After all, you donl gel to the
point where you can deadlifl 716
pounds without putting .i little
work into it.
Hartman typically trains fbui
to five days a week for about two
hours. \nri thai is just while he is
"relaxing" between competitions.
During the three months lead
inn up "> •' major powerlifting
meet, Hartman hits the weight
room si\ days a week. FWO 01
three ot those days usually email
double workouts, with approximately a 90-minute session in
the morning, followed by anhout
long session in the afternoon.
Hartman also noes on a strii i
er diet when competitions are
approaching Normally, however,
he just makes sine hi consume
a high-calorie diet thai includes
plenty oi high-protein, low fat
foods like fish, chicken and lean
meats
I am pretty much eating
throughout the entire day," said
I lartman. a senior physical edu
eatiou major at the University
"You need to constantly provide
your body with enough fuel."
I'oweiliiiers generally don't
have to follow the rigid diets ol
bodybuilders, a group they often
get confused with, Hartman said,
Bodybuilders compete to see
who has the hest hod\. while
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Where are you from?
Chesteriand.Ohio

I
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AARON SHUMAKER
SENIOR

Age:22
Year: Senior
What are your major and
minor? My major is applied
health science, and my minor
is biology.
What got you interested in
those? When I came lo school
I wauled to go into medicine, I
still want to go into medicine,
but not as a doctor anymore.
Probably like a health care
administration role.
What was the last movie you
saw? Wedding Crashers, I liked
it a lot, very funny;

Photo Provided
CHAMPION Jeremy Hartman. a senior at the University, works oul six days a week and can I I 716 lbs. His
goal is lo win the gold medal in the 2006 World Junior Powerlifting Championships.
I hen again, \donis piuhahK
nevei squatted, bench pressed
and deadlifted his way to becoming a national powerlifting cham
pion like I lartman has.
I he sport "i powerlifting also
differs tiom vvvightlilting. which
consists I>I two different libs
the snatch and clean-and-jerk
lilts, in these lilts, the athletes
must raise the weighted barbell
completely over fheii heads
Powerlifting, on ihe other
hand, comprises the squat,
bench press and deadlifl, none
HI which require the competitors in raise the barbell over their
heads. Powi rlifting competitions
may include one, two or all three
ol ilusi lifting events.
Athletes ate separated into
divisions .minding to their sex,
age and weight.
Eai h competitot is allowed
three attempts per lining event,
with the best lilt being added to

their total sum-.
"Powerlifting isn't just about
strength, i lartman said, "it also
has to do with speed and technique, which arc jusl as important."
Hartman began competitive
poweriifting five years ago and
has been unking up trophies.
tides and n i ords ever since.
\t thi
i lartman set
the overall scoring record for bis
MII as (he deadlifl

record by lifting 710 pounds,
bday, Hartman can squat
almost roll pounds, bench
press nearly 500 and deadlifl
over TIKI, rhese numbers may
seem astounding to some. Inn
Hartman said they are jusl average in ihe world circuit where
mam competitors train full lime.
I in las last year on the junior
circuit, Hartman has one goal
to bring home a gold medal
from the 2006 World lunior
Powerlifting
Championships,
which has eluded him lor the
past two years.
In this iniernaiional competition, the worlds strongest powerlifters
between the ages oi 20
in.1;
cometogethei to see if all
their haul work pays off,
rhe 2005 tournament was held
sept. 6
11 in ion Wayne, Ind.,
where Hartman finished fourth
place in bis weigh! division, a
significant feat, considering he
Injured his right pectoral must le
prior to the meet.
"I had to keep a positive attitude," Hartman said. "I jusl
tried IO train around ii ihe best I
could."
Hartman was hoping to
advance to the top three aftei
finishing in fourth place at
the 2004 tournament held in
Poland
Nonetheless. Mailman is not
giving up on his goal tor 2006,

lo gei a gold medal at next
year's
world
tournament,
Hartman will not only have to
nab his fifth national title in
Match, bin also train hnrdcr
than he ever has, be said.

Nearly all ofhis free time goes
into the sport, which makes ii
lough loi him to be a regular
college kid. he said.
"You kind of have io sacrifice the average life of a college
student to achieve your goals.
Hartman said. "Ibis summer,
all of my friends were on vaca
lion, enjoying their break, and I
spent mostot mine in thcweighi
loom.'
When he wasn't in the weight
loom, he was winking as a personal trainer in his hometown
of Chesterland, leaching junior
high and high school students
how to properly lift weights.
I Ian mat i feels ii is also important to leach kids aboul the dan
geis ol using steroids. When he
finds the time between school
anil training. I lartman travels
around Ohio, speaking to middle and high school students
about ihe success he has had
without Usingsleroids.
Indeed, llarlnian's continuing success is not from drugs oi
Ihe power ol the gods. Inslend.il
conies from his sheer determination — a strength that cannot
be measured in men1 pounds.

The dead come to life at reformatory
MANSFIEL0.FR0MPAGE8
And although Myron has produced ghost has children run
past him, clinging to their fathers,
Myron quietly tells of one of the
main experiences he's had with
the Reformatory's most unseen
presence.
Iln the third tloor of this
administration building, there's
a legend about the warden's wife
dial was accidentally killed by a
gun that fell oil of the shell," he
s,i\s. "Ihey s.iv MIII know she's
there when you smell flowers and
can feel her presence."
As the sounds of chainsaws
and more high-pitched screaming escape the building, Myron
— who is dressed in nil black to
complement his dark features

— continues with his story

EucSteele '•!■',■.•.
LIVING DEAD: A costumed zombie stalks Ihe corridors of Ihe Mansfield
Reformatory. The former prison is a haunted house during October.

I was up on the third floor— it
was aboul one in the morning
— tuid I went back to unplug the
lights, and as I bent down and
stood up. I fell something brush
acre iss my face. As I turned, il was
like a band wenl oul and went
like this on nn shoulder." he says,
as he gentry brushes his hand
over his right shoulder.
"I could see Ihe outline of
someone in the dark. Inn when
I pin my Mnglile on ii, nothing
was there," he adds.
Though Myron's experience
seems to be somewhat pleasant,
other siaff members say they've
nearly been shoved down flights
of stairs when no one else was
around.
Other limes, the prison seems
lo howl with screams even after
the doors have been locked and
lights have been turned olT.
"It's what I call an acceptable
phenomenon." Myron says. "In
oilier words, you jusl gel used lo
ii and it jusl becomes pan of the
whole area."
Now. the Reformatory adds to

its haunted features with props
of zombies and sound effects set
oil by motion detectors.
'lhoiigh the month ot Octobei
sees the Reformatory enhanced
with such props, Myron says
there is more to ihe prison than
meets the eye,
"People like Io be scared," he
saw "These an- things that an1

like controlled scans. They know
it's lake, hut at the same time, it's a
release form. You're ill a real prison,
a real structure dial's one of the
most haunted plans in the world."
Myron lias been practicing
these very scare tactics since the
prison closed.
And according to him, the
Inside structure of ihe prison may
have been just as scan,' for the
inmates as it is for visitors today.
"Mv understanding is thai
around 1974, the ACUJ filed a
lawsuit saying il was loo inhumane." Myron says. "Once you
go through it. you can see what
they're talking aboul. I bev
won thai suit and the suite was
required to build a new prison. Il
took them 11> years to build il and
Ibis facility closed in 1990 and
has been vacant ever since."
Through
the
years
the
Reformatory held its prisoners to
present day, the building stands
tall looking more like a castle
than a prison.
And as children and adults exil
the premises a bit uneasy and
scared. Ihe Structure proves il has
a story lo tell through its rich history within ihe town.
"Il doesn't gel much scarier than
this." Myron says. "What we say is
come here because it's where the
supernatural meet the special
effects. You will be unnerved and
rattled."
77its is the third in a series of
nxul trii>s designed for Uniivrsiiy
students and asingle tank of gas.
Next month, you am find us in
Windsor, Canada

What CO do you have in your
CO player right now? I don't
listen to CDs, I download from
[Tunes,
What was the last thing you
downloaded? Dashboard
Confessional, because they
came to campus. I didn't go to
the concert bin I wasn't familiar wfth all ol thi'ii songs.sol
downloaded them
What's your favorite Web
Site? Outside of my Wcbmail
account, probably ESPN
com. >] follow] anything from
Cleveland, so the Cavs, the
Indians, the browns.
What's your favorite food?
Pretty much anything Italian
pasta or something with
alfredo.
What's your dream job? Some
Sort of basketball coach, probably high school.
What's your favorite thing
downtown? I like the niglulife,
usually function on weekends,
What got you interested in
USG? use; is the one organization thai encompasses everything on campus. Its not like
(ireck life when- it only centers
around the Greek units, or USA

that onh does the residence
halls, list) encompasses
everything and I like die large
Impact thai il has on the
campus
How are things going there
this year? I think theVebeen
going really well. Mfehavenl
been afraid to change things,
which 1 think is good because
were continual) challenging
ourselves. I think thai we've
talked about and really progressed on some issues, which
I think Is good. Instead of just
giving reports, we actually
discuss issues, and we actually work on issues during our
meetings now. which is something thai we haven't done in
the past
What kinds of things do you
want to see USG do for the
rest of the year? Well then lie
a couple of big things. I think
1 lining Services and Catering
are always going to be a hoi
Issue, I think thai that's something that t ISC should always
have a presence In. Improving
our relationship with the city
is really Important because I
think there's odier issues thai
stem from that relationship. I
diink we really want lomake
son-that we have a good relationship with our pcmiancnt
residents and with city officials.
I imagine well look at the academic policy, which is always a
reoccuring thing.
What did you think of student
response to Hurricanes Rita
and Katrina? It was really good,
we\e actually raised dose to
$3,000 so far. which is realty
impressive We've had over
2S student organizations help
us with that which I think is

impressive because I cant
remember a time when we've
had so many student organizations contribute and collaborate lo help I thought il was a
very positive response.

Rapper gets down
with his nerdy side
RAPPER. FROM PAGE 8
All these musical styles come
together and what vou end up
w nil are beats that sound totally
original.
two bands are coming
with i bus
I he I rgs! and
SNMNMNM. Iliev arc all selfproclaimed nerds and ollei an
Interesting balance to the rap-

pels.style.
Ihe I igs' are a New lerseybased pop punk band and
SNMNMNM are from North
Carolina and have a pop sound
thai barkens back lo the best ol

rhey Might Be Giants.
"We like their music and we
gel along with them and that's
what matters," lohn said. In
regards to the bands he is currently louring with.
After this tour, chris and Mm
will be working on Ins lounli
release, which will be his second full-length album. DC flag
Records, the record label of
die band Good Charlotte, has
shown interest in him.
Chris will be ai Howard's
Club II with die 1 igs! and
SNMNMNMWednesday.Doors
open at» p.m.

GOLF IN BG
■v"t

Pat Oorsman BGNtvn
THE HARDEST PART IS THE WINDS Senior Brett Saums gets
in a round of golf with his friends at the course on campus.

Check out the Pulse's
reviews of the "Corpse Bride" soundtrack
and Him's new album "Dark Light" at
www.bgnews.com/pulse

WEB EXCLUSIVE:
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Group bares their 'Souls'

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix

PARTY, FROM PAGE 8

I

'

They were exlremely exciled
about the release, especially
since the single, "Burn Out July"
has received such a positive
response.
"We are actually getting a lot of
airplay on 104.7 and 106.5 with
that song, and the feedback has
been amazing,'' Acker said.
And the other nine tracks
on the album can fall into that
statement as well.
"Stillwater" encompasses rock
and mixes it with passion and
heartbreak, topics the album lyrics were mainly written about.
"Our singer wrote most of the
songs about turmoil in relationships, and you will pick up on
that throughout the album.
"It's kinda like a breakup
album, which is ironic because
Stillwater' is the calm before
any wake and wind which is
Photo Provided
soothing. The words in the lyrics
R0CKIN: Lead singer and keyboardist Anthony Beck and guitarist Josh
needed to be said."
Bock perform in the band Resonant Soul.
And the words that needed
to be said, can be heard at
positive, really fun night."
be exposed to our music," Acker
I towards, during the CD release
said.
i luce other Bowling Green
party.
However, Resonant Soul
local bands, Cannonfbdder,
"We plan to sing about every
After Alice and Anaphase will
ininht face some difficulties, as
song off of the new album, and
also be taking the Stage during
their CD release party happens
kind of old favorites from our
the CD release part]
to be the last day of classes for
first album, "Machine," which
[he Show starts at (I p.m. and
fall break.
also got positive reviews as well,'
the price Is$5
But Acker and his bandmates
Acker stated.
"Stillwater" can be found at
encourage students to come
But the positive reviews aren't
the show. Finders, MadHatter
experience one of the last rare
the only goals on the minds of
and possibly the Shed. More
art forms: pure, live rock music.
the men of Resonant Soul.
information on the band can
"I know it's fall break, but you
"Our primary goal is to get
be found on their Web site
into as many hands as possible. should come and check out
great local music," Acker said. wwwjesonantsoul.com or on
This is a product we want to
MySpaceatwww.myspace.com/
"All of the bands have something
get in the hands of labels and
resonanlsoul.
good to say. and it's going to be a
people everywhere so they can
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ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
24
25
26
27
30
33
34
35
36
38

ACROSS
Purim month
Aesop's creation
Old World duck
Connecting point
Anew
AD. word
Short, thick, spicy sausage
Mother of Clytemnestra
Took off. as a brooch
Butted
Parlor pieces
Nintendo hero
Back of a chariot?
Judge's seat
ATM maker
Special-interest grps.
Long weapon
Gambler's marker
Long time
Knotty
inmate

39
40
41
42
43
44
46
46
52
54
55
56
58
59
60
61
62
63

1 Mowgli's elephant
goad
2 "Death Be Not Proud"
poet
3 Take up
4 Says by heart
5 Toady
6 Shivering tits
7 Exalted national poet
8 Fleur-de9 Way in
10 Dish stewed in wine
11 Memory improvement
system
12 Nuremberg conclusion
13 Blue dye
18 Leg joint
22 Followed a curved
path
24 Virile
26 Wilkes-_. PA
28 Dove calls
29 Litter's littlest
30 Anjou or Bartlett
31 Welk's beat starter
32 Jellyfish, e.g.
33 Shop tool

Singer DiFranco
Make a second attempt
Sibilant signal
Crimson or scarlet
Dull pain
Kind of chart
Blazing
Ivy League school
Turin, to residents
Classification of animals
Clinton's canal
Tubeless tires
Repast
Intuit
Fix text
Walden, i.e.
Alpine air
Gels

, PISHN€LLO"S
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

372-6977

Services Offered
Babysitter available Experienced.
Reliable, Flexible schedule.
Please Call 740-815-7099.
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See our coupon menu
e telephone directory~oF
about our SPECIALS!

• Lunch Fri. * Sat. • Sun.

Personals

Get paid to think
Make $75 taking on line surveys.
www.moneyauthor.com

For Rent

Subleaser needed lor large bdrm. at
5 Orchard Dr. Lots ol extras.
$260/mo • util. Call 419-902-6168.

cjiMfpom Aide
WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human service
needs ol the disadvantaged is
seeking a qualified individual to be
responsible for assisting the teacher
in the operation ol a.m. &/ or p m.
session m compliance with national
standards for our Bowling Green
Center. Required HS diploma or
GED with prior experience working
with children, infants and toddlers.
Seasonal, Part-time. avg. 25
hrs rwk.. $7.50 hr. Send resume by
October 24 to WSOS CAC,
Attn: HR- CA/BG/CT. PO Box 590.
Fremont. OH 43420 Affirmative
Action Employer- M/F/Vet/Disab
International Health Firm needs distributors 6 Figure -fincome potential
419-409-0055.

ISffi

$2g

\i'r\'hi

ACCESSORIZE
5333 MONROE ST. at Nantucket

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!
Studio apartments available!
Summer, semester, or year leases ■ Stove, fridge microwave, 25' TV
Low as $425 per month ■ Ful cable - S20/monlh
Includes an uraeas Outdoor pool use
Laundry facilities Fully furnished

Condominiums for
Ejcelle.it location (or BGSU face.'.,
Steve, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub m some units
Den/Office In some units

t Bedioom • Central air

Estate Sale Saturday 10/8/05.
9-1 only. 929 Melrose, BG.
Wooster W to Martmdale. Left to
Melrose. Stereo receiver, CD.
speakers, lawn mower, large dog
cage & bed. Toshiba laptop, microwave, artwork, lamps, bar glasses.
& much more. 419-353-2365.
MOVING SALE Everything Must
Go!'! Bdrm. set. Queen. 32" Flat
Screen TV, Entertainment Ctr.
Bookshelf, Desks, Lamps. Mountain Bike, Kitchen Table. Bakers
Shelf, etc. ft all has to go. Call
Nathalie at 419-308-0836 leave
message or email nayres@bgnet.

S

"S19900 Mo.. 926 E. Wooster.
Rooms plus 1 • 6 Bdrm.Houses All
next to campus. & Avail. NOW. Call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm Also 2nd
Sem. 1 .2. & 4 Bdrm apts trooms
Low as $199 per month.

Subleaser wntd tor Downtown
duplex 2b/1bth. W/D In unit, off
street parking. $560/mo. avail, now.
419-699-6502

"Its early but students are knocking
down my door tor houses, next lo
campus. 06-07 S.Y. (Multiple students unrelated over 3 allowed)
Call 419-353-0325 10 am-9pm Listings avail 24/7 at 316 E Merry »3.

The Enclave Apartments

2 BR. Near BGSU. Downtown.
All new. Yard, W/D, No pets
$485(mo. 419-354-1669
3 and 4 bedroom house and
apartmeni available now.
419-353-8206.
812 3rd St Close to BGSU,
newly painted. 3 BR. 1 Bath,.
privacy tenced in bk. yard,
$840/ mo +dep you pay util.
Call Mary 419-474-7775
Copper Beech Subleaser Wanted
Jan. 06 Spacious 1 bdrm. Free
Internet/ Cable 740-815-7099

419-353-5100
7ii(j Napoleon ltd.

Now Leasing for
Spring & Fall'06
"the IViuv m IJiv"
Sccurft) I icposii

MI

Rent t
i S29!l
www.colleKcptirkwcb.cont

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans

Schedul* Gwd l« Friday 10,7/05 - thurwJ ij 10 11 OS
W.IUc.S&rorWtlGlfctasn (MOM KJMO.
.IQIOi
IntttbtltwlK-lUtoftiin H W 4 05.705.
(10:05)
Flight PlM(K-1J)r%tei<i.(U5). *W.T. 15.IHIJS1
(•rpw W4»(M)tofnm (I «(.«.« HO.i 10-151

2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$500 month Full Year Lease

1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
(419)352-1150

2 dr. 99 Honda CIVIC DX Auto. 27K,
A/C, Please Call 419-353-0228.

CINEMA 5
•»«

V

For Sale

The Best Seal In Town

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at

Etoonetagj AID

Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Fine Japanese cuisine &
sushi bar now hiring motivated wait
staff and host/hostess.
Also hiring cooks part-time and
lull-time will tram.
Apply 465 W Dussel Dr Maumee

MrMTF 11H

amE

Cold • Silver • Multi
Black • White • CODDer

■
•
•
■

1

V

Roommate Wanied. 822 2nd St.
Apt. B6. $250/ month • utilities.
Call Andy 419-681-6058

11 )(] t iinicmfMmin

BeauWut ranch styie condominiums
$650-J700/monUi plus ufifes
Washar and dryer hook up
One year lease mnimum

1 .»--

Washer & Gas Dryer for sale
$400 OBO Must pick up.
419-353-9714

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

L-mwl trm.lwwim-l.>(>;

i

s

Wanted: Entrepreneur! student to
promote new poker business
Earn cash m your free time.
For details, visit; www.thepokerDookstore.com/jOb.html

Student Work
Immediate Openings
$11.75 base/appt. flex, sched, cust
sales/ service, all ages 17 & older,
conditions apply. 419-861-6134.

Praising and PrtKiaiminx Chrva
at the Heart of Htmiinn Green

G
1

Get Paid To Drive a Brand New Car1
Now paying drivers S800-S3200 a
month. Pick up your tree car key today, www. (reecarkey.com

Trinity United
Methodist Church

RH4I9-353*5I9I

1

Pregnant? Confidential, Iree & professional teslmg. BG Pregnancy
Center 419-354-4673

Day delivery personnel Apply Dibenedettos 1432 E Wooster. MondayFriday

200 Nc«h Summii Street
Bo»lBV(in\n.llhK>4l4'i:.:«7
tat* 419-353-9031

- ^

0
V 1

For Rent

needed] Leisure Tours needs students to promote our Spring Break
travel packages on campus and with
local vendors Excellent Payl 800838-8202

■■IT""-''

s

For Sale

(BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

dl-.< Minor M rc»i« in> adiifincmfm with
js thus* hwnJ M >v ilcTnmjlnr>. Utkini in
u.i-h-.hliri|!.« Ulvf inrumrc All

-

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

iv wi Nrn njurm uic mM iseMlm

A IM S W E R S
s

Help Wanted

Andy s Hotdogs, Late night 3am.
Thursday. Friday & Saturday
Behind Circle K convenience store
by the RR tracks 353-7000

11* HC; Nm -HI RBI kaovftaj] raji
jJ-erWrrvnli trui diHrimirulc.incrK'iur.igtiliN.rii'iiri.iiiini again*! un mJn nlual i» gnaip
OBOWhlMtfll r*t vri.tottrf.i-rcttl.rvligHifi.
runtKui onpm tc<iul ortntjuoi
MM>I Mma.WMOHiaHkai*Hj i>uVr
kfall> pnMntrd -Liu-

Oats or barley
Post-mortem
Lares' partners
Beat
"_ la Douce"
Area of expertise
Induce
Leave out m elocution!
On the up and up
Cobbler's tools
Day-to-day worker
Hydrox nval
Repair
"The Matrix" role

Services Offered

f

Classified Ads

36
37
41
44
45
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
57

VOTED BEST PIZZA 12 STRAIGHT YEARS
203 N. Main gjWUWW
352-5166
$5.75 Minimum

)

pEte^

brought to you by

Jf

In H«i5hoetIK-11)toPmm (1M),4:00.7:00.
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Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

Roast Turkey
& Mashed Potatoes, Gravy. Coleslaw.
Vegetable and Cornhread Stufftng.
♦ From Noon until 9 pm *

110 001

limes in () showSM.,Sun. & Mon only.. Vtmts m [)
Show Thin, f ii S*i. Sun & Mon, only.
* Mmtbe'/lopur(has*tKto$orbe*compai>ie«j
by pirent or Ipoil gu*dun
Styi-up lor Snowline emji Jt igjpLUPCTWiii^o'n
.., cinemark.com
itfMB'MNirw Uso
NMMfc*fe»(>S?$

FREE HEAT
4

i
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BUttSJWnvVurfrnfli)

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

■*^4I9 353 2277
In IX ATihiwn Bowling Green

